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1.0 PURPOSE

This document describes To-Be Requirements for the End-to-End Acquisition Management System.
Creating the To-Be Requirements involved analyzing the current system and processes to help determine
opportunities for modernization of the full lifecycle of ED’s acquisition processes. The results of the
requirements analysis captured in this document serve as key inputs to the development of the Market
Survey, Alternatives Analysis, and Cost Benefits Analysis. The vision is to create a secure business
environment that facilitates and supports cost-effective acquisition of goods and services in support of
mission performance.

This document is organized using the following requirements analysis categories:

o Business Process/Functional Requirements

o System Data

o Technical Requirements

o Interface Requirements

o Federal Compliance Requirements

o Training Capabilities

o Help Desk Services Capabilities
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2.0 BACKGROUND

The Department of Education (ED) uses CACI Comprizon as the core contract writing system, also known
as the Contracts and Purchasing Support System (CPSS) for current procurements and acquisitions.
Various other systems/processes are used to augment and supplement the business process
management gaps in the current environment. CPSS provides users with a system to enter, retrieve,
manage and view acquisition/contract related data.  The system data provides enhanced information
dissemination with a greater ability to respond to internal and external information requests. CPSS has a
near real-time interface to Oracle Federal Financials R12, also known as Financial Management Support
System (FMSS).  In place for over 20 years, CPSS supports the contract pre/post-award processes as
well as micro-purchases, full life cycle of P-Card transactions from obligation to payment and simplified
acquisition processes.  It interfaces with FMSS at the detail level for:

● Funds control

● Commitments/adjustments to commitments at any stage prior to obligation

● Obligations/adjustments to obligations to include commitments on modifications that may be
updated until the modification is obligated

● Account codes and Validations

● Vendor data as originating and updated via SAM with waiver override capability only

● General Ledger

● Accounts Payable

● Accounts Receivable

ED uses commitment accounting to track its procurements in process, contracts in place, and payments
made. CPSS is used to assist the process. The user base for CPSS is approximately 810 ED staff. This
staff consists of approximately 500-550 Contracting Officers, Contract Specialists, and Contracting
Officer’s Representatives, who are heavy users of the system. Approximately 75 Purchase Card holders
use a subset of the current system to reconcile their purchases. This user base is located at ED
headquarters facilities in Washington, D.C., as well as field offices throughout the United States.
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2.1 Education Central Automated Processing System (EDCAPS)
CPSS is one component of ED’s mission critical Education Central Automated Processing System
EDCAPS. EDCAPS consists of five integrated modules supporting all ED’s financial and accounting work
processes. Figure 1: EDCAPS Functional Architecture depicts how the systems are integrated
functionally.

The components of EDCAPS are linked through custom interfaces to provide ED with real-time financial
management capabilities. EDCAPS serves the entire ED’s approximately 5,300 internal users in various
buildings located in Washington D.C., as well as 10 regional offices across the US. EDCAPS also serves
approximately 37,900 external users, mostly Grants Management System (G5) users.

Primary systems involved in the As-Is acquisition management processes include the Financial
Management Support System (FMSS) (Oracle Federal Financials R12), the Grants Management System
(G5), Contract and Procurement Support System (CPSS) (CACI Comprizon), the Nortridge Loan System
(NLS), and E2 Travel System.

Figure 1: EDCAPS Functional Architecture
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EDCAPS operates within the ED’s hosted platform (PIVOT-H), which provides services and manages the
data center and network infrastructure as well as the Disaster Recovery Facility.

2.1.1 Financial Management Support System (FMSS)
FMSS is provided by Oracle Federal Financials R12. It is ED’s official general ledger and
includes functionality for budget planning and execution, funds control, receipt management,
administrative payment management, and internal and external reporting.  The external reports
include the financial statements mandated by the Chief Financial Officer's Act.

ED does not currently have plans to replace the FMSS system, Oracle Federal Financials R12.
Therefore, any proposed solution should not include a plan to replace FMSS, however, if the
proposed solution includes replacing CPSS, the solution must interface with Oracle Federal
Financials R12.

2.1.2 Contract and Procurement Support System (CPSS)
CPSS supports the pre-award and post-award processes for all types of contracts, delivery
orders, task orders, interagency agreements, small purchases and purchase card transactions.
Contract requirements can be consolidated at any level and multiple awards may be made from
a single contract requirement.   Awards are modified financially or administratively as necessary,
until closed in CPSS.  CPSS interfaces with FMSS, in real time, at the detail level for funds
check, commitments, and obligations.  Batch files are exchanged for vendors, accounting codes,
and purchase card payment files.  Financial transactions involve a combination of procurement
and sub-procurement lines, single and multi-line accounting, and incremental funding where
adjustments are required throughout the lifecycle (e.g., adjust commit until obligate without
restriction).  Data is stored to meet all regulated Government reporting requirements such as
system to system integration with the Federal Procurement Data System – Next Generation
(FPDS-NG).

2.1.3 Grants Management System (G5)
G5 handles grant planning, pre-award, award management and post-award of ED programs
including discretionary, formula, fellowship, and block grants.  G5 also interfaces with other
program office systems, referred to as program feeder systems, to process obligation and
payment data.  The program feeder systems typically support the planning, scheduling, and
award processes performed by the program office to manage their programs (e.g.,
Campus-Based and Pell).  G5 includes functionality for preparing and submitting grant
applications electronically and interfaces with Grants.gov find and apply functionality for
programs using standard forms.  G5 allows peer reviewers to electronically review applications
submitted electronically to ED, in their homes or offices.  It also allows them to record their
evaluations and scores and submit the same to ED electronically. 

G5 does not interface with CPSS.

2.1.4 Nortridge Loan System (NLS)
The NLS is a Commercial-Off-The-Shelf loan-servicing financial package that accommodates
the Department's specialized needs for the following:

● Promissory note functionality (administrative receivables)

● Escrow functionality (administrative receivables)

● Summary level recording of the Department's four Facility Loans Programs: College Housing,
College Housing Academic Facilities, Facilities, and Historically Black Colleges and
Universities.
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NLS does not interface with CPSS.

2.1.5 E2 Travel System
ED’s E2 Travel System is a hosted solution provided by Carlson Wagonlit Government Travel as
part of GSA’s government-wide eTravel initiative.  It provides an end-to-end process including an
integrated on-line booking engine, travel authorization, and vouchering process.

E2 Travel System does not directly interface with CPSS. Currently, Invitational Traveler data is
entered in CPSS and flows through FMSS to E2 Travel System.

2.2 Business Drivers
According to investment management practices for legacy production systems at ED, and to ensure that
the current solution meets current and future business and industry requirements, a Market Survey (MS),
and Alternatives & Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) will be performed to analyze and compare the current
business processes and procurement system to other available acquisition solutions.  This will in turn
allow the department to benchmark solutions and ascertain the best approach for meeting ED's
End-to-End Acquisition Management System business requirements.

2.3 Need Statement
ED management understands the need for an overarching solution that incorporates technology insertion,
business process improvement, as well as organizational training. In general, the current acquisition
process exhibits the following capability gaps:

● Manual Processes — Certain acquisition process data elements are not shared between
separate systems. This results in manual processes being required to move the procurement
from one phase, tool, or system to the next.

● Reference Repository — There is no central repository for acquisition documents such as
requests for information (RFIs), statement of work (SOWs), and contracts, which increases the
likelihood of “reinventing the wheel” for each procurement. We should make sure that we have
repository that has the functionality to include housing all of the initial procurement documents for
a requirement in CPSS.

● Metrics and Workload Management — Collecting metrics and managing contracting workloads
are difficult tasks as there are limited tools available to provide management information
regarding the procurement process (e.g. How many contracts are in progress? At what stage are
they? What is the value of the contracts?).

● Unmet Needs — Users of the procurement process must often incorporate “workarounds” within
the tools that are in place.

● Untrained Users — Users of the procurement process often incorporate “workarounds” because
they are unaware of the existence of features within CPSS.
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Over time, the capability gaps have led to the introduction of specialized tools, processes, and
workarounds that meet the needs of only a portion of the acquisition process user base and require
manual processes to transfer data from one step to the next.  Manual processes and workarounds
increase the probability of errors and limitations in sharing information greatly inhibits the effectiveness
and efficiency of the business processes
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION APPROACH

Research, Data Collection, and Analysis are critical steps related to the Requirements Validation process.
They lay the groundwork for establishing the To-Be Requirements Document and business process
diagrams as well as identifying gaps that can be used to determine opportunities for improvement and
potential cases for implementing Robotic Processes Automation (RPA). The following methods were used
to validate the requirements for potential solutions for the End-to-End Acquisition Management System:

● Collection and analysis of existing documentation

o Business Processes

o User/System Manuals

o Release Notes

o Existing Requirements

o Past Requirements

o Enhancement Requests

● Workshops with Subject Matter Experts (SME)

3.1 End-to-End Acquisition Management System Requirements Traceability
Matrix (RTM) Elements

The End-to-End Acquisition Management System Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) records the
requirements information in spreadsheet/columnar format as shown in Table 3: End-to-End Acquisition
Management System Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) Elements.

RTM Element Description
RTM Req. # Provides a unique identifier for the requirement within the

taxonomy category
Requirement Name Provides a short descriptive name for the requirement
Requirement Description Provides a narrative description for the requirement
Category Taxonomy category for the requirement
Subcategory Subcategory descriptor within the taxonomy category
Requirement Met with Core
Product

The requirement is met by a core product, out of the box,
included in the proposed solution

Requirement Met with
Customization

The requirement is met by a customized product included in the
proposed solution

Requirement Met with Core
Product Configured

The requirement is met by a core product, that requires
configuration beyond the out of the box capabilities, included in
the proposed solution

Table 3: End-to-End Acquisition Management System Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM)
Elements
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4.0 REQUIREMENTS AND WORKFLOW ELEMENTS

4.1 Business Processes
The Business Process flow diagrams were developed using the notation described in Table 4: Business
Process Flow Legend

Table 4: Business Process Flow Legend
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The Actors used in the process flow diagrams are defined in Table 5: Business Process Flow Actors

Associated Swim
Lanes Actor Actor Description/Functionality

Budget Group Budget Analyst Manages Program Office contract acquisition plans (FAR Part
7).

Acquisition
Management

Contracting
Officer (CO)

Obligates Funds and serves as warranted contract manager.

Approves completed Closeout Packages.

Manages the Acquisition Strategy and the Acquisition Plan
(includes Schedule).

Contract
Specialist (CS)

Supports and manages assigned contracts under the direction
of the CO.

Reviews Closeout Packages to ensure the Closeout Package
materials are in accordance with regulatory requirements and
the established processes and procedures.

Purchase Card
Holder

Manages Purchase Cards.

Project
Management

Project Manager Manages Workload Monitoring and Control, reviews and
approves completed work, and manage the progress of the
Project.

Shifts existing workload to new employees.

Contracting
Officer
Representative
(COR)

Assigns workload, reviews and approves completed work,
manage the progress of the Project, provide guidance
regarding statute, regulation, processes and procedures.

Commits Funds.

Approves all payments (All reconciled transaction).

Manages the Acquisition Strategy and the Acquisition Plan
(includes Schedule).

Executive
Management

Executive
Manager

Review and Approve Acquisition’s greater than $700K.

Vendor Vendor A Contractor/Service Provider which provides services based
on awarded contracts.

Table 5: Business Process Flow Actors

4.2
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5.0 BUSINESS PROCESS/FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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5.1 Organizational Acquisition Planning
The potential solution shall involve the Organizational Acquisition Planning process. An Organizational
Acquisition Plan is created on an annual basis for the Department. The Organizational Acquisition Plan is
a consolidated summary of all the products and services that may be procured to achieve the
Department’s strategic objectives and mission.

The Budget Service group requests Program Office acquisition plans from each program. Program
Offices provide completed program office acquisition plans to Contracts and Acquisitions Management
(CAM). The Program Office acquisition plans are consolidated into an Organizational Acquisition Plan and
sent to the Office of the Secretary for approval. The approved Organizational Acquisition Plan is saved
and posted to SharePoint. This process is shown in Figure 2: Organizational Acquisition Plan (AP).

Figure 2: Organizational Acquisition Plan (AP)
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5.1.1 Organizational Acquisition Planning Requirements List

Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

APRQ1 Acquisition Planning –
Award Date

The solution shall provide a field to identify the award date
(estimated and actual) at the contract and the organizational level.

APRQ2
Acquisition Planning –
Business/Associated
Business Case

The solution shall provide access to and allow for a business case to
be electronically routed to appropriate users and to be associated
with an AP at the organizational level.

APRQ3 Acquisition Planning –
Annual Budget Reporting

The solution shall provide the ability to create ad hoc reports for the
purpose of annual budget reporting on acquisition planning at the
organizational level.

APRQ4
Acquisition Planning –
Acquisition Planning
Information

The solution shall provide the ability to enter and access acquisition
planning information at the organizational level.

APRQ5 Acquisition Planning –
Maintain Spending Plans

The solution shall support creating and maintaining spending plans
in concert with the organizational AP at the organizational level.

APRQ6 Acquisition Planning –
Include Commitments

The solution shall provide an automated ability to include
commitments and obligations against available balances at the
organizational level.

APRQ7 Acquisition Planning –
Acquisition Plan Report

The solution shall provide for ad hoc reporting capability that allows
for generating AP reports at the organizational level.

APRQ8 Acquisition Planning –
Associate AP to Award

The solution shall provide the ability to associate an AP to an award
at the organizational level.

APRQ9 Acquisition Planning –
Multiple Individual APs

The solution shall provide the ability for multiple individual APs to
result in one contract with funds control at the detail line level at the
organizational level.

APRQ10
Acquisition Planning –
Assign Unique
Identification Number

The solution shall provide the ability to assign at the site level a
unique configurable alpha numeric identification number per AP at
the organizational level.

APRQ11

Acquisition Planning –
Tie AP to the
Requisition/Purchase
Request

The solution shall provide the ability to tie the AP to the
requisition/purchase request as a segment in the Accounting
Classification Code Structure (ACCS) at the organizational level.

APRQ12 Acquisition Planning –
Manage APR

The solution shall provide the ability to group a new APR with other
APRs and ensure creation dates default to the current date upon
creation of an APR but can be manually overridden at the
organizational level.

APRQ13
Acquisition Planning –
Match a Plan to an
Award

The solution shall provide the capability to match a plan to an award
at the organizational level.

APRQ14

Acquisition Planning –
Allow Multiple
Requisitions/Purchase
Requests

The solution shall allow multiple requisitions/purchase requests to
be associated with a single AP at the organizational level.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

APRQ15 Acquisition Planning –
Identify AP Number

The solution shall provide the capability to identify the AP number
(alpha-numeric) with a requisition/purchase request at the
organizational level.

APRQ16
Acquisition Planning –
Acquisition Planning
Information Edits

The solution shall provide the ability to edit already created/
approved acquisition planning information and allow for the edits to
be resubmitted at the organizational level.

Table 1: Acquisition Planning Organizational Level Requirements List
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5.2 Budget (Program Office)
The potential solution will involve the Budget (Program Office) process. The process should begin in the
contract writing system by identifying and assessing a Departmental need. If the need is determined to be
necessary, a Statement of Need is prepared which may lead to a Business Case. The Business Case is
evaluated and may be approved for funding. If approved, a requisition/purchase request may be
proposed, and available funds will be validated.

5.2.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – Budget Requirements
Budget activities are managed outside of the current system, utilizing Excel spreadsheets,
Hyperion, and FMSS. Sub Allotments are presently done in FMSS with a lag time for sub
allotments to reach the current systems. There is also a limited notification capability for sub
allotments, approved/routed purchase request, and obligated requisitions. Users currently utilize
Excel spreadsheets and the Budget Formulation Database to access and submit information and
perform the budget process, which creates redundant work activities.

5.2.2 Budget Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

BURQ1 Budget – Functioning
Approval Process

The solution shall provide a functioning approval process for
budgeting activities.

BURQ2 Budget – Link/Associate
Accounting Code

The solution shall provide the ability to link/associate accounting
codes with requisition/purchase request for tracking purposes.

BURQ3
Budget – Link/Associate
Accounting Code
Searchable

The solution shall provide the ability to search the linked/associated
accounting codes by funds code, check funding availability, and
real-time data access.

BURQ4 Budget – Link Activity
Code at Multiple Levels

The solution shall provide the ability to link the activity code to the AP
at the contract and organizational level.

BURQ5 Budget – Interface with
FMSS in multiple areas

The solution shall interface with FMSS to provide user alerts and to
retrieve financial information

BURQ6 Budget – Assign a
Contract Number

The solution shall allow a user to assign a Contract Number for all
budget associated documents (including funding documents and
modifications).

BURQ7
Budget – Locate
Reconciliation
Documents

The solution shall provide the ability to locate reconciliation
documents based on contract number.

BURQ8 Budget – Notification for
an Obligation

The solution shall generate a notification for an obligation. The
notification shall include the contract number, account classification
codes (ACCS) data, requisition/purchase request number, award
amount, and description.

BURQ9 Budget – Search Options
The solution shall provide the ability to perform standardized Oracle
Financials searches and flexible searching capability for wild card
searches.

BURQ10

Budget – Search for
Groups of
Requisitions/Purchase
Requests

The solution shall provide users the ability to search for groups of
requisitions/purchase requests based on ACCS for commitments.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

BURQ11 Budget – Access all
Budget Request

The solution shall provide the ability for users to access all budget
requests and all AP information at the organizational level.

BURQ12
Budget – Access
Requisition/Purchase
Request Information

The solution shall provide the ability to access, search and retrieve
requisition/purchase request information.

BURQ13 Budget – Notify List of
Users

The solution shall generate a notification to a defined list of users for
a requisition/purchase request that has been committed and
obligated

BURQ14 Budget – View
Obligations

The solution shall provide the ability for users to view obligations,
requisitions/purchase requests, invoices, validations, and payments
at the detail level.

BURQ15
Budget – Query
Requisition/Purchase
Request History

The solution shall provide the ability to query requisition/purchase
request history and provide a view of all associated documents.

BURQ16 Budget – Lifecycle
Financial History

The solution shall provide lifecycle financial history on all
procurement documents for budget reconciliation purposes.

BURQ17
Budget – Configurable
Requisition/Purchase
Request Notification

The solution shall provide the ability for any authorized user to
generate a configurable notification when a requisition/purchase
request has been approved and routed.

BURQ19 Budget – Available Funds The solution shall provide a field that identifies available funds for
each budget line item throughout the contract lifecycle.

BURQ20 Budget – Reporting The solution shall provide the ability to create user-friendly reports
and create reports that come from CPSS and FMSS.

BURQ21 Budget – Data Validation The solution shall provide the ability for increased data validation for
account classification code structure.

BURQ22 Budget – Saving The solution shall provide the ability to save information at any point
in the process.

BURQ23 Budget – Printing The solution shall provide the ability for simple printing.

BURQ24 Budget – Error messages The solution shall provide error messages.

BURQ25 Budget – User testing The solution shall provide the ability for user testing.

Table 6: Budget Requirements List
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5.2.2.1 Budget Phase Process
After a Business Need is identified and assessed, a Statement of Need is developed for a
Business Case. The Business Case is formulated and approved by the Executive
Management Team (EMT). After receiving EMT approval, the Business Case is then
approved for funding, a requisition/purchase request is proposed, and funding is validated.
After funds are committed, an Acquisition Plan (Procurement Package) is provided to the
Contracting Office. The workflow is illustrated in Figure 2: Budget Phase Workflow. Table 3:
Budget Phase Process Table provides the process steps.
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Figure 2: Budget Phase Workflow
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STEP
# PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

1 Budget
Formulation Budget formulated. Budget Data Formulated

Budget

2 Identify Business
Need A business need is identified. Formulated

Budget
Identified
Business Need

3 Conduct Initial
Assessment

An Initial Assessment of the
Business Need is conducted by
linking the Business Need to
Mission & Performance Objective,
Deciding the Success Factors,
Determining the Current
Performance Levels, Identifying the
Alternatives, and Reviewing
Lessons Learned.

Identified
Business Need

Assessment of
Business Need

4
Determine if the
Final Assessment
to Proceed

If the Final Assessment is to
proceed then create the Statement
of Need. If the Final Assessment is
not to proceed then the process
ends.

Assessment of
Business Need

Final
Assessment to
Proceed

5 Statement of
Need

Create Statement of Need. If the
Statement of Need is approved,
Marketing Research may be
required. If the Statement of Need
is not approved the process ends.

Final
Assessment to
Proceed

Approved
Statement of
Need

6

Determine if
Marketing
Research
Required

If Marketing Research is required
Marketing Research is completed;
after which a decision is needed to
require a Business Case - If yes,
create a business case. If no, check
availability of funds.

If Marketing Research is not
required a Business Case is
Formulated.

Independent Government Cost
Estimate (IGCE) is automatically
forwarded to check availability of
funds for future Purchase request.

Approved
Statement of
Need

Approved
Statement of
Need

Market
Research
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STEP
# PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

7 Create Business
Case

A Business Case is created and
formulated.

Approved
Statement of
Need

Market
Research

Business Case

8

Determine if
Executive
Management
(PIRWG) Approval
is required

If EM approval is required a
decision is needed to Approve the
Business Case for funding.

If EM approval is not required,
proceed in checking availability of
funds for future Purchase Request.

Business Case Approved
Business Case

9

Determine if
Funding is
Approved for the
Business Case

If funding is approved for a
Business Case, the Business Case
is approved for acquisition and a
requisition/purchase request is
requested. If funding is not
approved the process ends.

Approved
Business Case

Funding
Approved for
Business Case

10
Check Availability
of Funds for future
Purchase Request

Availability of Funds are checked
for the Business Case.

Funding
Approved for
Business Case

Availability of
Funds
Checked

11
Request an
Allotment through
Budget Service

An allotment request is made to
Budget Service for funds.

Availability of
Funds
Checked

Allotted Funds

12 Create the
Purchase Request

A Purchase Request is created
after the availability funds has been
checked and an allotment request
has been made.

Allotted Funds Purchase
Request

13 Perform Funds
Check Funds are checked and validated.

Purchase
Request

Checked and
Validated
Funds

14a PR Approved?

Determine if the Purchase Request
has been approved, if yes, proceed
to committing funds. If not, the
process ends.

Checked and
Validated
Funds

Approved PR

14b FSA PR
Approved?

Determine if the Purchase Request
has been approved. If yes, create
Acquisition Plan (Procurement
Package) based on FAR Part 7.
Then provide Acquisition Plan
(Procurement Package) to
Contracting Office BEFORE

Checked and
Validated
Funds

Approved FSA
PR
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STEP
# PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

committing funds. After completing
Acquisition Plan tasks, proceed to
Commit Funds.

If PR is not approved, the process
ends.

15

Provide
Acquisition Plan
(Procurement
Package) to
Contracting Office

After funds are committed, an
Acquisition Plan (Procurement
Package) is provided to the
Contracting Office.

Approved PR
or FSA PR

Acquisition
Plan
(Procurement
Package)

Table 7: Budget Phase Process Table
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5.3 Acquisition Planning (FAR Part 7)
The potential solution should support the Acquisition Planning (FAR Part 7) process. The Acquisition
Team (AT) creates Acquisition Schedule and Acquisition Planning documents for the procurement of
products and services. Program Management updates documentation from the Budget Phase and
creates supporting documentation that is utilized by the AT to create the Acquisition Plan.

5.3.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis - Acquisition Planning Requirements
Currently, Acquisition Planning activities are managed utilizing CPSS, along with manual
paper-based processes, Excel template spreadsheets, and additional software. The following
gaps were also defined:

● Lack of sufficient version control capability to track changes to acquisition planning
documents

● Lack of capability to archive acquisition planning documents

● Lack of workflow capability

● Lack enhanced search capabilities

● Reliant on email communication for notifications and routing information for approval

● Redundant data entry due to a combination of paper-based systems, spreadsheets, and
other software products to support acquisition planning activity.

● Lack of Change Management Protocols and Workflow Processes

5.3.2 Acquisition Planning Contract Level Requirements List

Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

APRQ17
Acquisition Planning –
Acquisition Planning
Activities

The solution shall support the acquisition lifecycle from visioning and
requirements development, through contract closeout, which is
inclusive of pre-solicitation, solicitation, contract award, contract
administration, and contract closeout activities.

APRQ18
Acquisition Planning –
Version History at the
Contract Level

The solution shall provide version history at the contract level for
milestones, milestone plans, and supporting documentation.

APRQ19
Acquisition Planning –
Manage Milestones and
Milestone Plans

The solution shall provide the ability to create, edit, track, and
manage milestones and milestone plans with supporting
documentation and unique identifiers for baseline and adjusted
baselines at the contract level. It shall also allow for user defined
milestones.

APRQ20
Acquisition Planning –
Acquisition Planning
Documents

The solution shall allow acquisition planning documents to be created
as “stand alone“ documents and be associated with subsequent
procurement documents

APRQ21
Acquisition Planning –
Manage Milestone
Schedule

The solution shall provide a milestone capability to recalculate
schedule dates when schedule slippage occurs, override the
milestone schedule, enter mandatory comments (comment field) to
justify the milestone schedule override, and monitor the milestone
schedule and track/generate configurable alerts to users
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

APRQ22
Acquisition Planning –
Approve Completed
Acquisition Packages

The solution shall provide the CO and CS the ability to approve
completed acquisition packages.

APRQ23
Acquisition Planning –
Documentation
Management

The solution shall provide a capability for the CO’s and CS’s to track
documentation from a standard list of acquisition documents,
manage the content of the acquisition planning document, notify
other users in the solution that documentation is ready for review,
and the ability for users to define configurable document review
timeframes based on acquisition type and size, all at the contract
level.

APRQ24
Acquisition Planning –
Baseline Acquisition
Plans

The solution shall provide users the ability to baseline APs at the
contract level when the user determines it is appropriate.

APRQ25 Acquisition Planning –
Standard Events

The solution shall automatically populate templates for milestones
and schedules for standard events based on the acquisition strategy.

APRQ26 Acquisition Planning –
Individual Aps

The solution shall allow users to customize individual APs at the
contract level.

APRQ27
Acquisition Planning –
Procurement Package
Due Date

The solution shall provide a field to identify the procurement package
due date at the contract level.

APRQ28 Acquisition Planning –
Association(s) with an AP

The solution shall provide the ability to associate a
requisition/purchase request with an AP, associate a modification
number with an AP, and associate a contract number with an AP, all
throughout the contract award and procurement life cycle.

APRQ29 Acquisition Planning –
Searchable (index)

The solution shall provide a searchable (index) for an AP at the
contract level.

APRQ30 Acquisition Planning –
Track Users

The solution shall provide the ability to track the CS, CO, CORs, and
the Budget Authority on an acquisition plan and associate updates to
each of those roles at the contract level.

APRQ31
Acquisition Planning –
Acquisition Planning
Workflow

The solution shall provide an acquisition planning workflow capability.

APRQ32 Acquisition Planning –
Ad-Hoc Reporting

The solution shall provide Ad-Hoc reporting for all AP data elements
and associated documents at the contract level (requisition/purchase
request, awards etc.).

APRQ33 Acquisition Planning –
SOW Abstract Report

The solution shall provide the ability to display the template used for
the plan on the AP and SOW Abstract Report at the Contract Level.

APRQ34 Acquisition Planning –
View-Only Mode

The solution shall provide a view-only mode for APs and ensure
when an AP is in view-only mode that no data may be entered, both
at the contract level.

APRQ35 Acquisition Planning –
Event(s) Management

The solution shall provide the ability for users to copy master events
and update the event actual date when the action is completed at the
contract level.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

APRQ36
Acquisition Planning –
Manage an Acquisition
Plan Record (APR)

The solution shall provide the ability to create an APR and attach
APR to created requisition/purchase request at the contract level.

APRQ37 Acquisition Planning –
Support Documents

The solution shall allow copying of an APR and attachments at the
contract level.

APRQ38 Acquisition Planning –
Querying Capabilities

The solution shall provide capability to query agency procurement
history for a vendor and query registered SAM vendors.

APRQ39

Acquisition Planning –
Generate and Post a
Sources Sought
Announcement

The solution shall provide the ability to generate and post a source
sought announcement or Request for Information (RFI) consistent
with Contract Opportunities (via SAM.gov) formatting and content
requirements.

APRQ40
Acquisition Planning –
System Capturing
Capabilities

The solution shall provide the capability to capture:

● Market research data
● Contract type
● Multiple vendors on an AP
● Evaluation Justification and Approval (J&A) memo as

applicable

APRQ41 Acquisition Planning –
AP Management

The solution shall provide the capability to update preliminary AP and finalize
the AP in accordance with the FAR Part 7.

The solution shall provide the capability to:
● Route AP for review and approval based on agency-defined

workflows
● Associate the AP with the resulting solicitation(s)
● Associate an AP to an award contract award(s)
● Copy an AP

APRQ42
Acquisition Planning –
Generate a Configurable
Procurement Action List

The solution shall generate a configurable procurement action
tracking list at the contract level.

APRQ43

Acquisition Planning –
Configurable Alerts for
Completed Acquisition
Package

The solution shall provide the ability to notify users with configurable
alerts throughout the lifecycle of the requirement.

APRQ44 Acquisition Planning –
Reconciliation of Funds

The solution shall provide the ability to identify and send alerts for
reconciliation of funds at the contract level.

APRQ45
Acquisition Planning –
Import all Contract
Documentation

The solution shall provide the ability to import all contract
documentation and associate it with an electronic contract file stored
in the database at the contract level (initiated during acquisition
planning).

APRQ46 Acquisition Planning –
Searchable (index)

The solution shall have the capability to search documents using
document attributes

APRQ47 Acquisition Planning –
Manage Roles

The solution shall support the creation and administration of multiple
roles
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

APRQ48 Acquisition Planning –
Change Requests

The solution shall support the workflow processes associated with
the development of Change Requests (at FSA) from visioning,
validation, review and assessment, evaluation, and award

APRQ49 Acquisition Planning –
Roles & Responsibilities

The solution shall support the establishment of roles and
responsibilities to include but not be limited to business unit system
owners, program officer’s, IGCE leads, business analysts, pricing
analysts, contracting officers, contract specialists, and other critical
stakeholders,

APRQ50 Acquisition Planning –
IGCE Development

The solution shall support the development, revision, and approval of
Independent Government Cost Estimation by business units and
program offices

Table 9: Acquisition Planning Contract Level Requirements List
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5.3.3 Acquisition Planning Process
Acquisition Team (AT) is assembled to develop an Acquisition Schedule and conduct Tactical
Market Research. At this stage, Program Management develops the Work Statement and
creates the IGCE/Business Case for IT. The Acquisition Plan is then created by the AT. If
needed, the Business Case is refined, funds are committed, and the requisition/purchase
request is updated. In circumstances where Program Management updates the IGCE and
Business, funding must be approved by Executive Management for the revised Business Case.
The workflow is illustrated in Figure 3: Acquisition Planning Workflow. Table 4: Acquisition
Planning Process Table provides the process.
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Figure 3: Acquisition Planning Workflow
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STEP # PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

1 Assemble
Acquisition Team

An Acquisition Team is
Assembled by Assigning
Roles/Responsibilities

State of Need/
Business
Case/PR

Acquisition Team
Assembled

2 Create Acquisition
Schedule

An Acquisition Schedule is
developed

Acquisition Team
Assembled

Acquisition
Schedule

3 Complete Tactical
Market Research

Tactical Market Research is
conducted by defining market
research criteria, creating a
vendor list, researching & rating
a vendor, preparing &
submitting a list of potential
vendors.

Acquisition
Schedule

Tactical Market
Research

4 Create Work
Statement

The Work Statement is
developed by creating a
Statement of Work,
Performance Work Statement,
and Statement of Objectives.

Tactical Market
Research Work Statement

5
Create
IGCE/Business
Case for IT

An IGCE/Business Case for IT
is developed. Work Statement IGCE/Business

Case

6 Create Supporting
Documents Package

Package for supporting
documents is then developed.

IGCE/Business
Case

Supporting
Documents
Package

7 Create Acquisition
Plan

The Acquisition Plan is
developed by creating a Risk
Mitigation Approach, Source
Selection Plan, Contract
Methods, Rules & Processes,
Contract Structure and
Evaluation Factors.

Supporting
Documents
Package

Acquisition Plan

8

Decision Point:
Update
IGCE/Business
Case for IT
Required?

If updating the IGCE and
Business Case is required,
updates to the IGCE &
Business Case are applied.
Proceed to Requisition Phase.

If updating the IGCE and
Business Case is not required,
proceed to the Requisition
Phase.

Acquisition Plan

Decision to
update
IGCE/Business
Case

Table 10: Acquisition Planning Process Table
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5.4 Requisition/Simplified Acquisition
The potential solution shall involve the Requisition/Simplified Acquisition process. The Program Office
prepares a requisition/purchase request for the purchase of goods or services to fulfill an existing need.
After the requisition/purchase request is entered into the system and approved by appropriate personnel,
funds are committed, and the commitment transaction is recorded.

5.4.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – Requisition/Simplified Acquisition
Requirements

The following gaps have been identified in the requirements:

● Lacks workflow management capabilities

● Lacks the ability to sufficiently support sub-contract line item number (SLIN)

● Does not sufficiently to manage option years for line items

5.4.2 Requisition/Simplified Acquisition Requirements List

Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

RQRQ1
Requisition – Manage
Requisition/Purchase
Request(s)

To manage Requisition/Purchase Request (R/PR), the solution shall
ensure that when viewing the online topic for creating a new R/PR
Freight-On-Board (FOB) information is displayed, provide the ability
for users to create a R/PR from an APR, provide the ability for users
to create amendments for a R/PR that will link to the original and all
for mods to the existing line items, and provide the capability to
modify R/PR data elements.

The solution shall provide the ability to associate multiple R/PR
and/or R/PR lines together in a group and be able to process for
solicitation and award as a single unit and disassociate a multiple
R/PR group into single R/PR.

The solution shall permit the suspension and cancellation of some
and/or all R/PR line items and update accounting information
accordingly, and  to cancel R/PR after funds commitments and
update accounting information accordingly.

RQRQ2 Requisition – Commit
Funds

The solution shall provide the capability to commit funds at the detail
level if funds are available.

RQRQ3
Requisition – Search
Procurements and
Documents

The solution shall provide the capability to search procurements and
documents.

RQRQ4
Requisition – Display
Office name and code for
Purchase

The solution shall ensure that the requisition/purchase request
summary screen displays the office name and ACCS for the
purchase.

RQRQ5 Requisition – 8K Max
Character Description

The solution shall provide the ability to submit a requisition/purchase
request that has a line item description up to 8000 characters.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

RQRQ6 Requisition – Enable
Workflow

The solution shall provide the capability to enable workflow to
manage requisition/purchase request through the procurement
lifecycle (make available to contracts group from requisitioner for
purpose of award or modification).

RQRQ7
Requisition –
Documentation
Management

The solution shall provide the ability to create, edit, store, print,
version control, and retrieve standard and custom documents
associated with the acquisition.

The solution shall support the use of electronic
attachments/supporting documentation in their native format for
Requisitions/Purchase Requests and all associated acquisition
documents.

RQRQ8
Requisition – Forms
Management required by
FAR

The solution shall provide the ability to populate, edit, view, share,
and print forms required by FAR for all FAR prescribed standard
forms and agency specific forms (Requisition/Purchase Requests,
solicitations, amendments, contracts, modifications agreement).

RQRQ9
Requisition – Modify
Documents that Interface
with Oracle

The solution shall provide the ability to modify all documents with line
items/single and multi-line accounting interfacing with Oracle within
funds control limits.

RQRQ10 Requisition – Editing the
Accounting String

The solution shall provide the capability to cross reference the
acquisition number(s) with the award number(s) to allow editing of
the accounting string as long as ACCS is validated in FMSS.

RQRQ11
Requisition – Award
associated with a
Requisition

The solution shall provide the capability to cross reference the
Requisition/Purchase Request number(s) with the award number(s)
to allow users to know what awards are associated with a
Requisition/Purchase Request.

RQRQ12 Requisition – Generate a
notification to the CO

The solution shall generate a notification to the CO or another
authorized user of a canceled Requisition/Purchase Request.

RQRQ13 Requisition – Assignment
allowance(s)

The solution shall allow manual buyer, CO, and COR assignment or
re-assignment throughout procurement process by authorized users.

RQRQ14

Requisition – Associate
single or multiple
committed
requisitions/purchase
requests to an order,
modification, or award

The solution shall provide the ability to associate single or multiple
committed requisitions/purchase requests to an order, modification,
or award.

RQRQ15

Requisition –
Commitment Updated or
reversed on a
modification

The solution shall allow for the commitment to be created, updated or
reversed on the modification when the obligation posts.

RQRQ16

Requisition – Simplified
Acquisition Award without
a requisitions/purchase
request

The solution shall have the capability to create a simplified
acquisition award without a requisitions/purchase requests and
commit or obligate if funds are available.

RQRQ17 Requisition – Validate the
ACCS.

The solution shall provide the capability to validate the Account
Classification Codes (ACCS).
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

RQRQ18 Requisition – Reporting

The solution shall provide the ability that the requisition number and
the amount is maintained and tracked throughout the
requisition/simplified acquisition process without having to access the
Financial Management solution.

RQRQ19 Requisition – Obligations
The solution shall provide the ability to associate obligations with the
funding requisitions through the requisition/simplified acquisition
process.

RQRQ20 Requisition – Option
years

The solution shall have the ability to manage option years for line
items from commitment to obligation.

RQRQ21 Requisition – Link line
items

The solution shall provide the ability to link the committing line items
with the award option line items and retain the integrity of the
numbering/naming convention.

SARQ1 Simplified Acquisition –
Adjust Commitment

The solution shall provide the capability to create a commitment on
the award, and to adjust the commitment until an obligation is posted
on the award provided funds are available.

SARQ2
Simplified Acquisition –
Create a Solicitation for
simplified acquisition

The solution shall have the capability to create a solicitation outside
of requisitions/purchase requests for simplified acquisition.

SARQ3

Simplified Acquisition –
Extract line item from
open
requisitions/purchase
requests

The solution shall provide the capability to extract line items from
open requisitions/purchase requests.

SARQ4 Simplified Acquisition –
Manage Commitments

The solution shall have the ability to process the commitment through
the interface to FMSS at the detail level and adjust commitments
through the interface to FMSS at any point until an obligation is
posted.

SARQ5
Simplified Acquisition –
Support Subline Item
(SLIN)

The solution shall provide the ability to support Subline Item (SLIN)
as prescribed in the FAR Part 4.1004

Table 11: Requisition/Simplified Acquisition Requirements List

5.4.3 Requisition/Simplified Acquisition Process
The requisition/purchase request is created in the system based on the agency needs,
objectives, and Business Case. Funds are validated and committed out of the appropriate
project or accounting line. If the requisition/purchase is for FSA, it will go to FSA Contracts. If
not, it will proceed to the Program Office in order to determine if the Program Office has
sufficient warrant. If it does have sufficient warrant, it will proceed through the Program Office. If
it does not have sufficient warrant, it will proceed through CAM Contracts. The
requisition/purchase request workflow is illustrated below in Figure 4: Requisition Phase
Workflow. Table 5: Requisition Process Table provides the process steps.
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5.4.3.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis - Requisition/Simplified Acquisition
Process

Currently, there is work performed outside CPSS to determine if a requisition/purchase
request has been created and to check the status of requisitions/purchase requests. The
users manually look up requisition/purchase request numbers to cross-reference them to
awards with some limited degree of success. This is due to the search functionality not
returning the expected results, based on the search criteria. The users also employ the
financial system to determine if there is an award associated with a requisition/purchase
request.

There is a need for the End-to-End Acquisition Management System solution to
cross-reference requisition/purchase requests with awards, cross-reference modifications
with requisitions/purchase requests and receive automatic alerts when modifications occur.

The Requisitions workflow is illustrated in Figure 4: Requisition/Simplified Acquisition Phase
Workflow. Table 12: Requisition/Simplified Acquisition Process Table provides the process
steps.
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Figure 4: Requisition/Simplified Acquisition Phase Workflow
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STEP # PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

1
Create
Requisition/Purchase
Request

Identified need. Acquisition Plan

Requisition/
Purchase
Request
Created

2 Commit Funds Funds are committed.

Requisition/
Purchase
Request
Created

Committed
Funds

3 Create Purchase
Request

After funds are committed, a purchase
request is then created. Once the
purchase request has been created, it
will then go to FSA, Program Office, or
CAM contracts.

Committed
Funds

Purchase
Request

4a
Goes to FSA
Acquisitions (FSA
requirements)

The system shall direct FSA Purchase
Requests to the FSA Acquisitions
Directorate.

Purchase
Request

Purchase
Request for FSA
Contract

4b

Program Office has
Sufficient Warrant
Decision Point
(Non-FSA
requirements)

Determine if the Program Office has
sufficient warrant.

Purchase
Request

Decision on if
Purchase
Request has
Sufficient
Warrant

5a Goes to Program
Office

Goes to Program Office if the program
office has sufficient warrant.

Purchase
Request with
Sufficient
Warrant

Purchase
Request sent to
Program Office

5b Goes to CAM
Contracts

Goes to CAM Contracts if the program
office does not have sufficient warrant.

Purchase
Request
without
Sufficient
Warrant

Purchase
Request sent to
CAM Contracts

Table 12: Requisition/Simplified Acquisition Process Table
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5.5 Solicitation
The potential solution shall involve the Solicitation process.

5.5.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – Solicitation Requirements
The following gaps have identified in the requirements:

● Lacks the ability to store historical data related to solicitations

● Lacks the ability to initiate, develop, process, and release solicitations within the system

● Lacks the ability to modify a PR and its associated commitment

5.5.2 Solicitation Requirements List

Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

SORQ1
Solicitation – Create
Solicitations with/without
associated PR

The solution shall provide capability to create solicitations
with/without an associated Requisition/Purchase Requisition (PR).

SORQ2 Solicitation – FAR
Methods

The solution shall provide the ability to support FAR – identified
methods of soliciting proposals, quotes, and bids.

SORQ3 Solicitation –
Cancellations

The solution shall provide capability for the solicitation to be
cancelled through an amendment process and to retain the cancelled
solicitation record for historical purposes.

SQRQ4 Solicitation – Effective
date

The solution shall allow solicitations, awards, and modifications to
have an effective date that follows the document business rules.

SORQ5 Solicitation – Amendment The solution shall provide the ability for users to amend issued
solicitations.

SORQ6 Solicitation – Store(d)
Documents Management

The solution shall provide the ability to create, store, and retrieve
solicitations, and publish them to Federal Government websites.

SORQ7
Solicitation – Approvals
and Documentation
Signatures

The solution shall provide capability to add users for signing
documents, approve and electronically sign docs, and disapprove
docs. Ensure that users can sign documents using PIV cards.

SORQ8 Solicitation – Clause
Management

The solution shall provide the following abilities for clause fill-ins:
Notify users if clause fill-ins are blank, populate from the appropriate
uploaded clause docs, upload clause attachments into the
appropriate section, re-order clauses, copy solicitations (including
clauses and provisions), copy award clauses, print clauses and
provisions using a fixed font, clause and provision lookup, manually
enter fill-in values, ability to add, edit, and delete
required/non-required clauses. Text field for solicitation clauses and
provisions are limited to 5000 characters. Ensure that there are no
duplications, select based on a GSA award, Delivery Order, or BPA
Order, auto populate clauses for FAR 15 (A through M) and K,L,M
are removed at time of award, auto populate clauses A through E for
FAR 12 and clause E is removed at time of award, create clauses
and provisions in Microsoft Office to be uploaded, and the solution
shall define and update clause logic, templates and checklists to
assist users with the selection of FAR clauses to create a solicitation
clause document complete with local ED clauses and required clause
fill ins.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

SORQ9 Solicitation – Manage
Multiple Documents

The solution shall provide the ability to define, upload, and store
multiple documents in multiple formats and add users for viewing
documents.

SORQ10
Solicitation – Track
document
approval/disapproval

The solution shall provide the ability to track the approval and
disapproval of documents.

SORQ11
Solicitation –
Configurable Electronic
Workflow

The solution shall provide electronic workflow for solicitation
documents based on user defined routing (including attachments and
supporting documentation).

SORQ12

Solicitation – Assign
Requisition/purchase
request(s) to
single/multiple
solicitations

The solution shall provide the ability to assign a requisition/purchase
request or requisition/purchase request line items to multiple
solicitations and/or assign multiple requisitions/purchase requests or
requisition/purchase request line items into a single solicitation.

SORQ13 Solicitation – Manage
Solicitations

The solution shall provide the capability to finalize solicitations
through an approval workflow process.

SORQ14 Solicitation – Manage
Solicitations

The solution shall provide the capability to store approved and
executed solicitations and solicitation amendments, including
supporting documentation and attachments, in an unalterable format.

SORQ15 Solicitation – Manage
Solicitations

The solution shall disallow unauthorized changes to solicitation docs,
provide that ability to amend or cancel solicitations and line items,
maintain records including version control, provide access to current
and historical records for managing protests, create, edit, and store
solicitation docs and data.

SORQ16 Solicitation – Manage
Solicitations

The solution shall allow commitments to up upward and downward
adjusted.

SORQ17 Solicitation – Manage
Solicitations

The solution shall ensure that an issued solicitation is only changed
via a validated amendment, and to replicate solicitation clauses
multiple times.

SORQ18 Current Contact
Information

The solution shall maintain current contact information (i.e. phone
number and address) for the CS, COR, and CO.

SORQ19 Solicitation – Inclusion of
Option Periods

The solution shall provide the capability for the inclusion of Option
Periods at the CLIN and SLIN level.

SORQ20 Solicitation – Distribution
of Acquisition documents

The solution shall provide the capability to distribute acquisition
documents to appropriate internal and external users.

SORQ21 Solicitation – Templates

The solution shall provide the capability to configure standard
templates for all contract types, to be re-used for similar solicitations
(e.g., to include standard terms and conditions for particular types of
acquisitions).

The solution shall provide the capability to sync templates with the
FAR and EDAR.

SORQ22 Solicitation – Modify
Solicitation PR

The solution shall have the ability to modify a committed PR during
the solicitation stage.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

SORQ23 Solicitation – Local
Clause Library

The solution shall have the ability to create, modify, and manage
Departmental and local clauses, to include FSA Clauses, and import
them into solicitations as required. Departmental and local clauses
shall be synched on an ongoing basis.

SORQ24 Solicitation – View Grand
Total

The solution shall provide the capability to view the offeror's grand
total for the base and all option periods in their response 

SORQ25 Solicitation – Unique
Identification

The solution shall provide a unique identifier to every acquisition
package, including but not limited to solicitations, contract awards,
blanket purchase agreements, and modifications

SORQ26 Solicitation – Cause
Logic

The solution shall provide intuitive clause logic for each contract type
identified in the FAR

SORQ27 Solicitation – Formatting
The solution shall apply FAR compliant formatting for solicitation
templates, as well as to solicitations otherwise imported into the
system.

SORQ28 Solicitation – FAR
Guidelines

The solution shall incorporate a FAR Guidance Tool to inform the
user when incorrect clauses have been included in the solicitation.

SORQ29 Solicitation – Cross
Reference Checks

The solution shall provide the ability to cross-reference, spell check,
and made suggestions for grammatical corrections across the
acquisition package

SORQ30 Solicitation – Solicitation
Builder

The solution shall incorporate enhanced technology capable of
building draft solicitation package from requirements documents
uploaded into the system.

Table 13: Solicitations Requirements List
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5.5.3 Solicitation Process
Once the procurement request package is developed (i.e. the Statement of Work, requisition/purchase
request, description of requirements that satisfy agency needs and evaluation criteria), funding
approved, and procurement method selected (e.g., negotiated procurement, or purchase from an agency
or government wide contract), the Solicitation Package is developed. If the solicitation is less than $2M
or it is a no cost modification, change, or administrative revisions the contract may be awarded. If the
solicitation is greater than $2M a Contract Review Board (CRB) approval is required before the
solicitation is issued clarification questions answered and responses are received and evaluated. The
solicitation workflow is illustrated in Figure 5: Solicitation Phase Workflow.. Table 6: Solicitation Process
Table provides the process steps.
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Figure 5: Solicitation Phase Workflow
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STEP # PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

1
Create
Solicitation
Package

The solicitation package is created.
Procurement

Request
Package

Solicitation
Package

2a
Determine if the
solicitation under
$2M

Determine if the solicitation is under $2M.
If yes, proceed to issuing the solicitation
and amendment. If no, proceed to contract
review board.

Solicitation
Package

Solicitation
Amount

2b

Determine if
there is a need
for a Contract
Review Board

Determine if there is a need for a Contract
Review Board. If yes, proceed to issuing
the solicitation and amendment. If no,
return to creating a solicitation package.

Solicitation
Package

Approval or
Rejection of
Solicitation
Package

3 Issue Solicitation
and Amendment

The solicitation and amendment are
issued.

Approved
Solicitation
Package

Issued
Solicitation and

Amendment

4

Review
Solicitation &
Pose Clarification
Questions

After the solicitation/amendment has been
issued, review all clarification questions
received from vendors and post
government answers/responses

Solicitation and
Amendment

Reviewed
Solicitation and

Amendment

5
Receive, Review,
and Evaluate
Proposal(s)

Vendors proposals are received, reviewed
for accuracy and correctness, and
evaluated to determine award recipient.

Solicitation and
Amendment

Vendor
Proposal(s)

6
Request Final
Proposal
Revision

After the vendors proposals are created,
received, and evaluated, request the final
proposal revision.

Vendor
Proposal(s)

Requested Final
Proposal
Revision

7
Review Request
& Pose
Questions

Review final request final proposal
revision and pose questions. Final Proposal Reviewed Final

Proposal

8

Create and
Evaluate Final
Proposal
Revision

Final proposal revision is created and
evaluated. Final Proposal Revised Final

Proposal

9

Determine if
ready to proceed
to Award
Process

After evaluation, determine if the
solicitation/proposal is ready to proceed
award process.

Revised Final
Proposal

Final Proposal
to Award
process

Table 14: Solicitation Process Table
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5.6 Vendor Past Performance Evaluation
The potential solution shall involve the Vendor Past Performance Evaluation process. The evaluation module of
the current system provides the capability to document vendor past performance (VPP). The system provides the
users the ability to enter vendor past performance data, construct evaluations based on a rating scale that can be
sent to the Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System (CPARS). The system also allows users to
print and send VPP data via e-mail.

5.6.1 Vendor Past Performance Evaluation Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

EVRQ1
Vendor Past
Performance Evaluation -
Interface with SAM

The system shall be able to interface with the Contractor
Performance Assessment Reporting System (CPARS) to query
Vendor Past Performance records.

EVRQ2
Vendor Past
Performance Evaluation -
Configurable Alerts

The solution shall provide the ability to create configurable alerts by
role or user.

Table 15: Evaluation Requirements List

5.6.2 Vendor Past Performance Evaluation Process
The system provides the following capabilities; however, this functionality has been discontinued due
to the government mandate to use the Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System
(CPARS). The capabilities are: Users can update VPP records, email review and evaluation requests,
enter data required for VPP report, and the ability for the requestor of an evaluation to alert multiple
individuals in CPSS.

The system provides the ability to establish a URL to launch the CPARS website. VPP activities are
conducted through the CPARS website.
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5.7 Award
The potential solution shall involve the Award process.

5.7.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – Award Requirements
The following gaps have been identified within the Award Requirements:

● Lacks the capability for centralized documents

● Lacks the capability to create configurable alerts

● Lacks the capability to have Warrant Level Alerts

● Lack the capability to display the correct CO associated to an award

● Lacks the capability to generate and award contracts and modification in the system.

5.7.2 Award Requirements List

Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

AWRQ1
Award – Generate
Award Terms and
Conditions

The solution shall provide the ability to generate award terms and
conditions, including customized clause text and fill-ins based upon
ED Policy and established criteria, and from the final amended
solicitation, including customized clause text and fill-ins in appropriate
award format (contract, task/delivery order, work order, etc.).

AWRQ2
Award – Generate
Proposed Award
Document

The solution shall provide the ability to generate the proposed award
documents and notify the approving official based upon ED Policy
and established criteria.

AWRQ3

Award – Associate
Multiple Offers with
Solicitation and all
Resulting Awards

The solution shall provide the ability to associate multiple offers with
solicitation and all resulting awards.

AWRQ4 Award – Capture Award
Data

The solution shall provide the capability to capture award and award
line data.

AWRQ5 Award – Capture CLIN
and SLIN Information

The solution shall provide the ability to capture CLIN and SLIN
information to include list of documents, exhibits, fill-ins, and other
attachments at the line item level.

AWRQ6
Award – Manage
Attachments and
Exhibits

The solution shall provide the ability to capture award attachments
and exhibits and generate a list of attachments and exhibits for
procurement instruments and award actions.

AWRQ7
Award – Generate
Contracts Associated
with the Base Award

The solution shall generate Contracts (i.e. task orders, BPA calls and
delivery orders, etc.) associated with the base award but as separate
awards and in accordance with clauses, and other terms, and
conditions in the contract.

AWRQ8 Award – Capture
Financing Information

The solution shall capture liquidation rate and basis for contract
financing payments including financing option types of Progress
Payments based on cost and Performance-Based Payments.

AWRQ9 Award – Expired SAM
Registration

The solution shall prevent awards to vendors who do not have an
active SAM registration (one-time exceptions shall be allowed as
controlled by a system administration function).
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

AWRQ10
Award – Prevent
Awards to Excluded
Parties

The solution shall prevent awards to excluded parties based on
listing on the Excluded Parties List solution (EPLS).

AWRQ11
Award –
Unapproved/Internal
Draft

The solution shall prevent documents designated unapproved or
internal draft from being distributed to vendors.

AWRQ12
Award – Capture
Contract Payment
Ceilings

The solution shall provide the ability to capture contract payment
ceilings at the contract and/or contract line item levels, as
appropriate.

AWRQ13
Award – Generate and
Export Contract Action
Reports

The solution shall generate and export contract action reports to
FPDS-NG.

AWRQ14 Award – Distribute Final
Award Document

The solution shall distribute final award document and associated
notifications to the user-defined distribution list based on notification
rules.

AWRQ15 Award – Funds Check
The solution shall ensure that users can perform a funds check (via
FMSS interface) and post commitments and adjustments to
commitments prior to obligation.

AWRQ16 Award – Financial
Obligation

The solution shall prevent users from issuing awards until financial
obligation is approved.

AWRQ17

Award – Obligation Data
Elements for each
Contract Line Item
Number

The solution shall generate and export to the core financial solution
the obligation data elements for each contract line item number
(CLIN) and sub-contract line item number (SLIN), at the detail level.

AWRQ18
Award – Generate and
Export to the Core
Financial System

The solution shall generate and export to the core financial solution
the obligation data elements based on the rules specified in the
FMSS Interface Control Document.

AWRQ19 Award – Generate
Notification to Congress

The solution shall provide the ability to generate notification to
Congress 30 days prior to the award of a multi-year contract greater
than FAR-specific (FAR 17.108) or agency-assigned threshold.

AWRQ20
Award – Generate and
manage Interagency
Agreements

The solution shall provide the capability to record and manage
Interagency Agreements with the same capability as other
commercial contracts.

AWRQ21
Award – Capture
Contract Line/Sub-Line
Item Components

The solution shall provide the ability to capture contract CLIN/SLIN
items either priced or not separately priced.

AWRQ22

Award – Generate
Report of Contract
Actions in the SAM.gov
File Format

The solution shall generate report of contract actions in the Contract
Opportunities file format at SAM.gov

AWRQ23 Award – Post-Award
Protest Report

The solution shall generate a Post-Award protest report in the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) Rule 4 file format.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

AWRQ24 Award – Update
Affected Awards

The solution shall provide the ability to update any affected awards
when any changes are made to a vendor profile (i.e., business size,
address, etc.).

AWRQ25
Award – Identify a
Procurement or Award
Action

The solution shall provide the ability to identify a procurement or
award action as complete and flag it ready for distribution.

AWRQ26 Award – Route Bilateral
Contract Action

The solution shall provide the ability to route bilateral contract action
to contractor for signature through workflow.

AWRQ27 Award – Generate a
Contract Distribution List

The solution shall generate a contract distribution list based on user
defined criteria.

AWRQ28 Award – Prevent
Contract Award

The solution shall prevent contract award until all prescribed
notifications/milestones are identified as complete, based on agency
configured business rules.

AWRQ29 Award – Entering
Protest Information The solution shall support entering of protest information.

AWRQ30 Award – Capture Data
on the Status of Protests

The solution shall provide the ability to capture data on the status of
protests.

AWRQ31 Award – Consolidate
Protest Documentation

The solution shall provide the ability to consolidate protest
documentation into a protest case file.

AWRQ32 Award – Funds Control The solution shall provide users the ability to create awards without
exceeding the available funds.

AWRQ33

Award – Manage
Procurement
Documents (Delivery
Order,  Purchase Order,
IDIQ, BPA)

The solution shall provide the ability to create, edit, store, and route
all award documents, including attachments and supporting
documents.

AWRQ34 Award – Create
Purchase Order

The solution shall close purchase requisition line when the requested
order quantity is included in a purchase order.

AWRQ35
Award – Delete
Award/Contract
Document

The solution shall provide the ability to delete award/contract
document not yet obligated by authorized users.

AWRQ36 Award – Zero Dollar
Awards

The solution shall provide the ability to create and manage
zero-dollar awards.

AWRQ37
Award – Associate one
or more CORs with a
Contract

The solution shall provide the ability to associate one or more CORs
with the contract and any task orders and delivery orders.

AWRQ38 Award – Line Item
Extraction

The solution shall provide the ability to extract line items from an
award.

AWRQ39 Award – Search by
Program Name

The solution shall provide the ability to search by program or project
name.

AWRQ40 Award – Record a GSA
Contract Number

The solution shall provide the ability to record internal or external
Contract number according to regulations.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

AWRQ41
Award – Task Orders
Linked to IDIQ’s or
BPA's

The solution shall ensure Task Orders are linked to IDIQ’s or BPA's.

AWRQ42 Award – Carry Over
PIIN

The solution shall ensure the IDIQ/BPA  PIIN carries over to the
award

AWRQ44 Award – Carry Delivery
Order

The solution shall ensure the IDIQ or BPA information should flow
down to the Delivery Order

AWRQ45 Award – Maintain all
Data from one Contract

The solution shall provide the ability to copy all data from one
contract to another contract.

AWRQ46 Award – Multiple Types
of Contract Methods

The solution shall allow multiple types of contract methods to a
contract.

AWRQ47 Award – GSA Schedule
Contract Number

The solution shall provide the ability to record internal or external
Contract number according to regulations.

AWRQ48 Award – Contract
Number

The solution shall provide the ability to record internal or external
Contract number according to regulations.

AWRQ49
Award – Manage
Contract Role
Assignments

The solution shall provide the ability to identify, track, and modify
contract role assignments.

AWRQ50 Award – Upload COR
Delegation Memo

The solution shall provide the ability to upload COR delegation
memo.

AWRQ51 Award – Updating
CO/COR Assignments

The solution shall allow for updating CO and COR assignments for
accessing archiving and reporting capabilities at award through
modification.

AWRQ52 Award – Deliverable
Management Capability The solution shall provide a deliverable management capability.

AWRQ53 Award – Tracking
The solution shall provide the ability to track all deliverables and
associated dates and provide action item tracking for contract
awards.

AWRQ54
Award – Maintain
Calendar and Action
Alerts

The solution shall maintain a calendar and action alerts.

AWRQ55
Award – Auto Load
Applicable EDAR/FAR
Clauses

The solution shall auto load applicable EDAR/FAR clauses from the
final amended solicitation for the assigned contract type.

AWRQ56
Award – Select
Applicable EDAR
Clauses

The solution shall provide the ability to select applicable EDAR
clauses from final amended solicitation.

AWRQ57 Award – Pre-award
Protest Management

The solution shall provide pre-award protest information and notify
requestors and contracting officer of pre-award protest status and
generate a pre-award protest tool to manage information associated
with a protest.

AWRQ58 Award – Allow an
Override

The solution shall allow an override of the prevented award subject to
ED Policy.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

AWRQ59
Award – Capture
Contract Award
Response

The solution shall capture contract award response period and
extensions.

AWRQ60 Award – Capture
Funding Statuses

The solution shall capture the funding statuses on a contract/order
award.

AWRQ61 Award – Authorized
Override

The solution shall prevent award if funds are not available and
authorized override has not been obtained allowing the award
“subject to availability”.

AWRQ62 Award – Assign
Contract Types

The solution shall provide ability to assign contract types including at
CLIN level

AWRQ63 Award – Attach an
Acquisition Plan

The solution shall ensure users can attach an AP containing
supporting documents.

AWRQ64
Award – Display
Contract Line Item
Number

The solution shall provide the ability to have the Account Code
Management and Account Code Detail screen display with the CLIN
and SLIN.

AWRQ65 Award - Approved
Award

The solution shall ensure users can make any changes necessary for
validation before FPDS-NG is completed and the award is approved.

AWRQ66
Award - Report the
Indefinite Delivery
Contract Type

The solution shall provide the ability to report the Indefinite Delivery
Contract type (ID/IQ, ID/DQ, or ID/Reqs) to FPDS-NG.

AWRQ67 Award - Enter an
Exception Comment

The solution shall ensure users can enter an exception comment
when issuing an award with an expired COR. (solution will provide
ability to track COR status).

AWRQ68 Award – Search Criteria

The solution shall ensure users can search for specific delivery
orders by entering the extension number or other unique identifiers,
base contract number, both extension number and base contract
number, and information that only contains partial information on
delivery order extension number and base contract number.

AWRQ69 Award – Modify an
Existing Award

The solution shall allow a CO to modify an award where they were
not the original CO.

AWRQ70 Award – CO's Warrant
Level

The solution shall allow users to create a modification within their
warrant level for an issued award where the total contract value
exceeds the CO's warrant level.

The solution shall have the ability to assign warrants for modifications
separately from contracts.

AWRQ71 Award – Post a
Financial Obligation

The solution shall ensure that an award is reserved prior to
FPDS-NG submission.

AWRQ72 Award – Invoice Copies The solution shall provide the ability to display Number of Invoice
Copies.

AWRQ73 Award – Current
Obligated Amount

The solution shall provide the ability to reflect the current obligated
amount in FPDS-NG.

AWRQ74 Award – Maintaining the
Audit Trail Data

The solution shall ensure that users have the correct CO and COR
displayed while maintaining the audit trail data.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

AWRQ75 Award – Actual
Obligated Amount

The solution shall display the actual obligated amount of the award
after issuance.

AWRQ76 Award – Warrant Level
Exception Comments

The solution shall provide the ability to display warrant level
exception comments on the “Totals” screen (and has the ability to
upload the supporting email (or other documents.)).

AWRQ77 Award – Formal
Modification Process

The solution shall ensure that an issued Award is only changed via a
formal modification process with the same pre-requisites of posted
obligation and approved FPDS-NG reporting as a new award.

AWRQ78 Award – Store Award
Amount

The solution shall provide the ability to store the award amount and
the obligation amount separately when an award is issued. (This
award amount is calculated based on the sum of all line item costs
where the line item is a base line item or an exercised option line
only.)

AWRQ79 Award – Validate a
Modification

The solution shall allow users to obligate/deobligate an award
modification amount

AWRQ80 Award – Data/Input
Errors

The solution shall ensure the required fields are entered and validate
the data quality of the data entered

AWRQ81 Award – Manage
Protest Actions

The solution shall provide the ability to flag any pre-award or
post-award protest action, annotate any flagged protest action, and
ensure users can print protest.

AWRQ82 Award – Multi-Line
Accounting Capability

The solution shall provide multi-line accounting capability with proper
funds control at the detail line level.  (Not require a CLIN or SLIN to
have additional accounting lines.)

AWRQ83
Award – De-select
requirement for
FPDS-NG Report

The solution shall provide an ability to de-select the requirement for
an FPDS-NG report and provide a reason for no report.

AWRQ84 Award – Report on
FPDS-NG Exceptions

The solution shall provide the ability to report on FPDS-NG
exceptions.

AWRQ85 Award – Allow Import of
Line Items The solution shall allow import of line items

AWRQ86 Award – Allow Import of
Line Items

The solution shall allow copy of line items from one document to
another while retaining the source document number

AWRQ87 Award – Tailored Action
Alerts The solution shall provide tailored action alerts based on user profile.

AWRQ88 Award – Warning for
CLIN or SLIN total.

The solution shall warn the user if the accounting line item total does
not equal CLIN or SLIN total and allow for them to be different.

AWRQ89 Award – Solicitation
Information

The solution shall ensure users have the ability to copy and edit
information from the solicitation to the award.

AWRQ90 Award – Upload/Store
Final Documents

The solution shall ensure final documents are uploaded and stored in
the database when issued and validated.

AWRQ91 Award – FPDS-NG The solution shall be interoperable with FPDS-NG.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

AWRQ92 Award – Configurable
System Alert

The solution shall provide configurable solution alerts for award dates
allowing notifications to CORs, COs, and CSs.

AWRQ93 Award – Status of the
FPDS-NG Reports The solution shall indicate the status of the FPDS-NG Reports

AWRQ94
Award – Prevent
Changes to Finalized
Contracts

The solution shall prevent any changes to finalized contracts other
than by modification (i.e. Final FPDS Report, Final Obligation).

AWRQ95
Award – Management of
Requisitions/Purchase
Requests

The solution shall provide the ability for multiple requisition/purchase
request to be consolidated into a single requisition/purchase request
before/after commitments and then awarded as a single award. It
shall also provide the ability for line items from requisitions/purchase
requests to be awarded separately or in selected groups on multiple
awards and multiple modifications and retain original
requisition/purchase request lines.

AWRQ96
Award – Select
Appropriate Award
Forms

The solution shall allow users to select appropriate award forms
based on predefined criteria.

AWRQ97
Award – Awards
Populated from
Database Fields

The solution shall ensure that the award is populated from database
fields and can be printed.

AWRQ98 Award – Copy Awards
Including Clauses

The solution shall allow users to copy awards including clauses for
the purpose of creating multiple awards to different vendors.

AWRQ99 Award – Notify Budget
Oversight Office

The solution shall notify the Budget Oversight Office when a contract
is awarded (for all contracts exceeding the FAR Part 13 threshold).

AWRQ100 Award – Identify and
Associate a Price/Value

The solution shall provide the ability to identify and associate a
price/value for line items for each period.

AWRQ101 Award – Incremental
Funding

The solution shall allow financial transactions involving incremental
funding where adjustments are required throughout the award
lifecycle.

AWRQ102 Award – Track Contract
Value

The solution shall provide ability to track Contract value and Funds
Available.

AWRQ103 Award – Templates
The solution shall provide the ability to configure standard templates
to be re-used for similar awards (e.g., to include standard terms and
conditions for particular types of acquisitions).

AWRQ104 Award – Centralized
Documents

The solution shall have the ability to keep a contract and all
supporting documents centrally located in a system of record.

AWRQ105 Award – Warrant Level
Alerts The solution shall have the ability for warrant level alerts.

AWRQ106 Award – Correct CO
Displayed

The solution shall have the ability that users have the correct CO
displayed while maintaining the audit trail data.

AWRQ107 Award – Warrant Level
Display

The solution shall have the ability to display warrant level exception
comments on the "Totals" screen (and has the ability to upload the
supporting email (or other) documents)
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Table 16: Award Requirements List
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5.7.3 Award Process
Once the Solicitation process is completed, a source selection review is conducted and may be followed
by a Contract Review Board approval to award the contract. Acquisition Management determines if the
award is under $2M (FSA: Threshold varies). If the award is under $2M, it will then need to be
determined if the award is or is not a Single Party Instrument. If an award is NOT under $2M, the award
package will need to be approved by Contract Review Board. After the award has been approved, the
obligation will be posted to Financial Management System and the contract will be awarded. The
workflow is illustrated in Figure 6: Award Phase Workflow. Table 7: Award Process Table provides the
process steps.
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Figure 6: Award Phase Workflow
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STEP # PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

1
Complete Source
Selection
Authority Review

Complete the Source Selection Authority
Review and determine if the award is
under $2M (FSA: Threshold varies). If
YES, proceed to determining if is or is
not a Single Party Instrument. If YES, a
Single Party Instrument, proceed to Post
Obligation to Financial Management
System. If NO, not a Single Party
Instrument, vendor to sign modification
(as required) and then proceed to Post
Obligation to Financial Management
System.

If an award is NOT under $2M, proceed
to getting the award package approved
by the Contract Review Board. If NO
revision is required, return to completing
the Source Selection Authority Review. If
YES, proceed to Post Obligation to
Financial Management System.

Award Award
Determination

2 Create Award An award is created. Solicitation Award

3

Post Obligation to
Financial
Management
System

The obligation is posted to financial
management system.

Award
Determination

Posted
Obligation

4 Contract Award Contract is awarded. Posted
Obligation

Awarded
Contract

Table 17: Award Process Table
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5.8 Multiple Award
The potential solution shall involve the Multiple Award process.

5.8.1 Multiple Award Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

MARQ1 Multiple Award –
Multi-Line Accounting

The solution shall provide multi-line accounting ability at the detail
line level.

MARQ2

Multiple Award –
Associate Award Line
Item(s) with Solicitation
Line Item(s)

The solution shall provide the ability to associate award line items
with solicitation line items, the association of single/multiple award
lines to single/multiple solicitation line item, and provide multiple
award lines to one solicitation line and associate multiple award line
items to a single solicitation line item.

MARQ3
Multiple Award –
Maintain all Features
Data from Contracts

The solution shall provide the ability to award multiple contracts from
a single solicitation and maintain all features and data from contracts
(eliminate re-entry of data).

MARQ4 Multiple Award – Clauses
and Solicitation Numbers

The solution shall ensure when awarding multiple awards from a
single solicitation, clauses and solicitation number carry over for
traceability.

MARQ5
Multiple Award – Attach
Documents to Multiple
Awards

The solution shall provide the ability to attach documents to multiple
awards without a requisition/purchase request.

MARQ6 Multiple Award – Multiple
Task Orders

The solution shall support multiple Task Orders in multiple award
contracts

MARQ7 Multiple Award – Link to
GSA Schedule Awards

The solution shall ensure Task Orders and BPA's have the ability to
link to GSA Schedule Awards.

MARQ8 Multiple Award – GSA
Contract Number

The solution shall ensure the GSA contract number associated with
awards is reported according to regulations.

MARQ9
Multiple Award –
Configure PIIN Based on
Contract Type

The solution shall provide the ability to configure PIIN based on
contract type.

MARQ10 Multiple Award – Modify
BPA without Funding

The solution shall provide the ability to award and modify a BPA
without funding.

MARQ11
Multiple Award – Line
Item Extraction of
Multiple Awards

The solution shall provide for line item extraction of multiple awards.

MARQ12

Multiple Award – Create
Multiple Indefinite
Delivery and Indefinite
Quantity Contracts

The solution shall provide the ability to create multiple Indefinite
Delivery and Indefinite Quantity Contracts, flagging these contracts
as Multiple Award contracts.

MARQ13
Multiple Award – Multiple
Awards from a BPA and
IDIQ

The solution shall provide the ability to make multiple awards from an
IDIQ and a BPA without requisition/purchase request as long as
funds are available.

MARQ14 Multiple Award – Carry
over PIIN for BPA’s

The solution shall ensure for BPAs, the PIIN carries over to resulting
awards, task orders, and delivery orders.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

MARQ15

Multiple Award –
Resulting Awards, Task
Orders, and Delivery
Orders

The solution shall ensure for IDIQ contracts, the PIIN carries over to
resulting awards, task orders, and delivery orders.

MARQ16

Multiple Award –
Indefinite Delivery
Contract /DQ Multiple
Award Contract

The solution shall provide the ability for a user to create an Indefinite
Delivery Contract /Definite Quantity Multiple Award contract.

MARQ17
Multiple Award – Adjust
Requisition/Purchase
Request Lines

The solution shall provide the ability for a user to upward or
downward adjust requisition/purchase request lines with imported
Multiple Award contracts properly adjust associated balances.

MARQ18

Multiple Award –
Committed or
Uncommitted
Requisitions/Purchase
Requests

The solution shall provide the ability for a user to consolidate two or
more committed or uncommitted requisitions/purchase requests with
imported Multiple Award contract.

MARQ19

Multiple Award – Manage
and Modify Indefinite
Delivery Contract, IDIQ,
BPA, and IDQ Awards

The solution shall provide the ability to manage and modify Indefinite
Delivery Contract, IDIQ, BPA, financial transactions.

Table 18: Multiple Award Requirements List

5.8.2 Multiple Award Process
The Multiple Award process is the same as the Award section (see the Award of this document for a
description of the Award process).
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5.9 Post-Award
The potential solution shall involve the Post-Award process.

5.9.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – Post-Award Requirements
The following gaps have been identified in the requirements:

● Lacks the ability to store history of CO’s associated with each document, in cases where the CO
has been replaced.

● Lacks the ability to create configurable alerts and notifications

● Lacks the ability import line items

● Lacks the ability to repost approved FPDS-NG report

5.9.2 Post-Award Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

PARQ1 Post-Award – Mod
Obligations from IDC

The solution shall provide the ability to send obligation/de-obligation
transactions for modification when adding new line items from
indefinite delivery contract (IDC) and validate that changes are
properly accounted for in the financial solution.

PARQ2 Post-Award – Invalid CO The solution shall ensure that users are not able to issue or create
modification with invalid CO.

PARQ3 Post-Award – Different
Mod Creations

The solution shall ensure that users are able to Create
modification(s) for a Delivery and Task Order(s) that has a
modification with more than 400 lines where no financial changes are
made to any lines.

PARQ4 Post-Award – Obligated
Amount is saved

The solution shall ensure that Obligated Amount is saved to
database after award is issued or validation of a modification.

PARQ5 Post-Award – Block 12 of
the SF30

The solution shall ensure that Modification Total and Modification
Obligation Amount print in block 12 of the SF30.

PARQ6

Post-Award – Warning
message display when
checking award or
modification

The solution shall ensure that Warning message displays when
checking award or modification if following information is left blank:
Signed On Date, Start Date, Expiration Date, and Delivery Date.

PARQ7 Post-Award – Awards
paid by credit cards

The solution shall allow award modifications regardless of payment
method.

PARQ8 Post-Award – Manage
deliverables

The solution shall provide the ability to allow users to create, view,
copy, renumber, and publish deliverables.

PARQ9
Post-Award – Print
schedule from
deliverables

The solution shall provide the ability to allow users to print schedule
from deliverables.

PARQ10 Post-Award – Uploaded
deliverable electronically

The solution shall display the filename link when a file is uploaded for
an electronic deliverable.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

PARQ11 Post-Award – Manage
Mods

The solution shall provide the ability to generate and manage all
types of contract mods only after an award is marked as final and
obligated, route and share mods to multiple users simultaneously,
and  create a mod without a Purchase Request or Requisition as long
as funds are available. The solution shall also provide the ability to
print and copy mods, enter mod descriptions in block 14 of the SF 30,
and enter mod descriptions and provide continuation pages as
necessary and/or attach any document type files for the same
purpose.

PARQ12 Post-Award – Manage
Protests

The solution shall provide the ability to generate a Post-Award
protest report and capture data on the status of protests and
consolidate protest documentation into a protest case file.

PARQ13 Post-Award – Manage
deliverables

The solution shall provide the ability to log, track, and manage
deliverables associated with an award.

PARQ14
Post-Award – Upload
multiple types of files and
multiple files

The solution shall provide the ability to upload validated ACCS
information from multiple types of files to incorporate into Mods.

PARQ15
Post-Award – Copy line
item text from other
awards

The solution shall provide the ability to import line items from other
awards

PARQ16
Post-Award – Automated
functionality (i.e.
business rules, etc.)

The solution shall provide automated functionality to establish and
maintain ED business rules, and other agency-defined features.

PARQ17
Post-Award – Associate
related acquisition
documents

The solution shall provide the ability to associate related acquisition
documents

PARQ18
Post-Award – Track and
enable configurable
workflow

The solution shall provide the ability to track and enable workflow for
all records throughout the acquisition lifecycle

PARQ19
Post-Award – Retrieve
and view current/prior
version of a contract

The solution shall provide the ability to retrieve and view the
current/prior version of a contract which reflects all changes executed
through modifications to the contract.

PARQ20
Post-Award – Send and
print current version of a
contract

The solution shall provide the ability to transmit and print the current
version of a contract which reflects all changes executed through
modifications to the contract.

PARQ21 Post-Award – Re-use of
data entry

The solution shall allow users to bring forward and re-use data
entered in a previous process in any subsequent process without
requiring data re-entry.

PARQ22 Post-Award – Import line
items

The solution shall provide the ability to import line items from base
award(s) into mod(s).

PARQ23
Post-Award –
Configurable alerts and
notifications

The solution shall have the ability to create configurable alerts and
notifications linked to performance work statement.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

PARQ24
Post-Award – Reposting
for approved FPDS-NG
report

The solution shall have the ability to re-post for an approved
FPDS-NG report when an award or modification obligation fails
instead of manually deleting the FPDS-NG and manually re-running
the FPDS-NG report.

PARQ25 Post-Award – Associate
CO's to documents

The solution shall provide the ability to keep a history of the CO's
associated with each document for audit purposes. (e.g. If a CO
leaves the department, another person who works on a document
has the ability to replace the previous CO's name)

Table 19: Post-Award Requirements List

5.9.3 Post-Award Process
The Post Award Process starts with creating a modification. The Contract Review Board determines if
the modification is under $2M (FSA: Threshold varies). It will then need to be determined if the
modification is or is not a Single Party Instrument. If a modification is NOT under $2M, the modification
package will need to be approved by the Contract Review Board. After the modification has been
approved, the obligation will be posted to Financial Management System and then validated. The
executed modification will then be emailed to the Program Office and Vendor. The Post Award workflow
is illustrated in Figure 7: Post Award Phase Workflow. Table 8: Post Award Process Table provides the
process steps.
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Figure 7: Post-Award Phase Workflow
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STEP
#

PROCESS
STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

1
Create
Modification A modification is created. Award Modification

2
Complete
Source Selection
Authority Review

Complete the Source Selection
Authority Review and determine if the
modification is under $2M (FSA:
Threshold varies). If YES, proceed to
determining if is or is not a Single Party
Instrument. If YES, a Single Party
Instrument, proceed to Post Obligation
to Financial Management System. If
NO, not a Single Party Instrument,
vendor to sign modification (as required)
and then proceed to Post Obligation to
Financial Management System.

If a modification is NOT under $2M,
proceed to getting the award package
approved by the Contract Review
Board. If NO, and a revision is required,
return to completing the Source
Selection Authority Review. If YES,
proceed to Post Obligation to Financial
Management System.

Modification Modification
Determination

3

Post Obligation
to Financial
Management
System

The post obligation is sent to financial
management system.

Modification
Determination

Posted
Obligation

4 Validate the
Modification Modification to be validated. Posted

Obligation
Validated

Modification

5

Email Executed
Modification to
the Program
Office and
Vendor

The Executed Modification to be
emailed to the Program Office and
Vendor.

Validated
Modification

Executed
Modification

Table 20: Post-Award Process Table
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5.10 P-Card
The potential solution shall involve the P-Card process. P-Cards allow low dollar amount items to be
purchased via purchase card instrument. Each month, an invoice (from US Bank) is distributed to each
P-Card holder, who must then affirm each line item. The affirmed invoice is then routed for approval and
payment. Any line items not affirmed are not paid and are returned to US Bank as ‘disputed items’.

5.10.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – P-Card Requirements
Users of the current P-Card functionality in CPSS identified the following main gaps that they
would like to see addressed in potential End-to-End Acquisition Management System solutions:

● Lack of ability to interface between CPSS and FMSS with a financial institution

● Lack of ability to configure alerts and notifications

● Lack of ability to approve single vs. bulk transactions

● Lack of ability to automate scheduled exports of reconciliation files to FMSS

5.10.2 P-Card Requirements List
Req.
No. Requirement Name Requirement Description Comment(s)

PCRQ1 P-Card – Manage
P-Cards

The solution shall have the ability to
manage P-Cards for the purpose of
obligation, reconciliation, and payment
at the account line level. It shall also
have the ability to manage P-Card
limits and warrants by user.

PCRQ2 P-Card – Edit P-Card
Data

The solution shall have the ability to
edit P-Card data (e.g., card number,
expiration date, etc.).

PCRQ3 P-Card – Deactivate
P-Cards

The solution shall have the ability to
deactivate P-Cards and track the
history of deactivated P-Cards.

PCRQ4
P-Card – Assign
start/end dates on
P-Cards

The solution shall have the ability to
assign start and end dates on the
P-Cards.

PCRQ5 P-Card – Allow
separation of duties

The solution shall have the ability to
have a separation of duties between
the P-Card holder and the approving
official for the P-Card transactions.
(The person who approves the card
holder’s transactions, before they get
paid, validating an honorable
purchase.)

PCRQ6 P-Card – Assign
Official(s)

The solution shall have the ability to
assign primary and multiple alternate
Approving Officials for a given P-Card.
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Req.
No. Requirement Name Requirement Description Comment(s)

PCRQ7 P-Card – Allow proxy
on P-Card

The solution shall have the ability to
allow a proxy on the P-Card itself, if
the card holder is unavailable to
reconcile, the proxy has the ability to
reconcile the card.

PCRQ8 P-Card – Allow P-Card
micro purchases

The solution shall have the ability to
allow purchase by P-Card.

PCRQ9 P-Card – Manage bank
charges

The solution shall have the ability to
permit users to view and to
dispute/reconcile P-Card bank charges
on a daily basis.

PCRQ10
P-Card – Allow
obligation by purchase
transaction

The solution shall provide the ability to
obligate to the Financial solution by
individual P-Card purchase transaction
in support of reconciliation and
payment of P-Cards.

PCRQ11 P-Card – Allow P-Card
as method of payment

The solution shall have the ability to
allow payment by P-Card (method of
payment) and allow multiple payments
by P-Card by CLIN supporting one or
more accounting classification codes.

PCRQ12
P-Card – Associate
transaction with valid
accounting string

The solution shall have the ability to
associate each P-Card transaction
with a valid accounting string.

PCRQ13
P-Card – Provide
reconciliation data to
FMSS

The solution shall have the ability to
interface P-Card reconciliation data
(including the accounting string) and
files with the financial solution (FMSS)
for payment.

PCRQ14
P-Card –
Reconciliation and
Payment Process

The solution shall have the ability to
support a daily and monthly
reconciliation, approval, and payment
process.

PCRQ15 P-Card – Reports
Generation

The solution shall have the ability to
generate ad hoc reports for P-Card
holders and for the P-Card Approving
Official to help support the
reconciliation process.

PCRQ16
P-Card – Manage
Purchase Card Order
Documents for Award

The solution shall provide the ability to
create, edit, store, and electronically
route Purchase Card Order
documents, including its attachments
and supporting documents.

PCRQ17 P-Card – Interfacing
The solution shall import the daily
bank file to reconcile the
micro-purchase obligations.
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Req.
No. Requirement Name Requirement Description Comment(s)

PCRQ18 P-Card – Alerts and
Notifications

The solution shall provide the ability to
configure and send alerts and
notifications to: 1, approving officials
for transactions that have been
reconciled and are ready to be
approved. 2. cardholders when they
have received new statement
transactions from the bank that are
ready to be reconciled.

PCRQ19
P-Card –
Single/Multiple
Transactions Approval

The solution shall provide the ability to
approve a single transaction vs. bulk
transactions.

PCRQ20
P-Card –
Reconciliation/Approva
l Date

The solution shall provide the
capability to capture both the
reconciliation date and approval date
of a statement transaction.

PCRQ21 P-Card – Exports
The solution shall provide   the ability
to automate/schedule the export of
reconciliation files to FMSS.

PCRQ22 P-Card – Automated
Controls/Reminders

The solution shall provide the ability to
incorporate additional automated
controls, notifications, pop-ups and
reminders within the software/solution.

Table 21: P-Card Requirements List

5.10.3P-Card Process
P-Cards are a type of Simplified Acquisition that do not require the planning, commitment and
approval steps that apply for larger, more complex acquisitions. The P-Card functionality in
CPSS is custom-built based on ED’s specification. The P-Card workflow is illustrated in Figure 8:
P-Card Phase Workflow. Table 9: P-Card Process provides the process steps.
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Figure 8: P-Card Phase Workflow
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STEP
# PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

1
Request for New
Vendor Requested as needed New Vendor

Needed
New Vendor

Request

2
Above
Micro-Purchase
Threshold?

Is the micro-purchase above the
threshold? Yes, create a purchase
award. No, create micro-purchase
award.

New
Request

Micro-Purchas
e Threshold
determined

3a Create Purchase
Award

Buyer sends an obligation from an
award document with payment type
as credit card (P-Card). Data is
populated in GL and Sub ledger in
FMSS.

Micro-Purch
ase

Threshold
determined

Purchase
Award

3b
Create
Micro-Purchase
Award

Buyer sends an obligation for a
micro-purchase by entering lines and
distributions. Data is populated in Sub
ledger and GL entries are created.

Micro-Purch
ase

Threshold
determined

Micro-Purchas
e Award

4 Send obligation to
FMSS

After purchase award or
micro-purchase award has been
created, the obligation associated with
the award is then sent to FMSS.

Micro-Purch
ase Award

Obligation to
FMSS

5 Create Modification
(as needed)

Create modification to P-Card award,
which can happen before or after
reconciliation.

Obligation Modification

6

Import Bank
Transactions
(Scheduled, SOMT
Systems Operation
& Maintenance
Team)

Daily bank files imported from bank. Modification
Imported

Bank
Transactions

7 Reconcile
Obligation

Obligation amount is reconciled with
transaction amount. Obligation Reconciled

Obligation

8
Approval of
reconciled
transactions

Approving official approves reconcile
transactions and exported to FMSS.

Reconciled
Obligation

Approved
Reconciled
Obligation

9 Export to FMSS Finance office exports the approved
transactions to FMSS.

Approved
Reconciled
Obligation

Approved
Reconciled

Obligation to
FMSS

10 A micro-purchase is
completed Micro-purchase is completed.

Approved
Reconciled

Obligation to
FMSS

Micro-Purchas
e

11 Create
Reconciliation

Reconciliation Report for the P-Card
request is generated.

Micro-Purch
ase

Reconciliation
Report
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STEP
# PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

Report (as hoc
basis)

Table 22: P-Card Process Table
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5.11 Workload Management
The potential solution shall involve the Workload Management process. Workload Management refers to
the CPSS capability that allows supervisors to alter workload assignments within their business functions
as needed. Users are also allowed to share a document with teams and/or individual users.

5.11.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – Workload Management Requirements
Users of the current Workload Management functionality in CPSS identified the following main
gaps that they would like to see addressed in potential End-to-End Acquisition Management
System solutions:

● Lacks the ability to conduct efficient and flexible searches

● Lacks the ability to reassign workload

● Lacks the ability to provide configurable views of workload

● Lacks the ability to share views of employee workloads or assigned workloads among
supervisors

5.11.2 Workload Management Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

WMRQ1
Workload Management -
Search and management
of workload

The solution shall provide the ability for designated supervisors to
manage their employee’s workload, search existing workload for the
purpose of managing, and search within the solution for “unassigned
status” for a workload.

WMRQ2
Workload Management -
Reassign workloads from
multiple positions

The solution shall provide the ability for supervisors to re-assign
workload of the users that they supervise, all system administrators
to reassign work to any user, and provide the ability for a user to be
assigned as a Global Supervisor, allowing that user to re-assign work
from any user to any other user regardless of direct reporting chain
(restricted to users with System Administrator privileges).

WMRQ3
Workload Management -
Provide configurable view
of workload

The solution shall provide configurable views of user workload by
supervisors.

WMRQ4
Workload Management -
Share workload
assignments

The solution shall provide the ability to share workload assignments
with other supervisors.

WMRQ5
Workload Management -
Manage user(s) from
shared list(s)

The solution shall provide the ability for a Global Administrator or
System Administrator to add a team, individual user, an Alternate
Approving Official (AAO), and remove a user to a shared list.

WMRQ6 Workload Management -
Manage Permissions

The solution shall provide the ability for a Global Administrator or
System Administrator to set view-only and full-access edit and view
permissions.

WMRQ7
Workload Management -
Share/un-share a
document

The solution shall provide the ability to share or un-share a
document, and if amendments are made then those changes are
traceable by user.

Table 23: Workload Management Requirements List
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5.11.3 Workload Management Process
Sharing documents allows users to view them and, if given permission, to edit the them. Sharing
a document consists of two steps. First, the user must develop the Share List within the system
(teams or individuals with whom the user would like to share the document), and then the user
selects the option to share it with those teams or individuals.
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5.12 Contract Closeout
The potential solution shall involve the Contract Closeout process. In accordance with the FAR prescribed
procedures, for Closeout of Contract Files; contracts are closed out when the contract ends, and final
deliverables are received and approved. Contract’s missing supporting documentation require additional
communication and document creation, rather than contracts which have supporting documentation
available. After document creation, validation and concurrence from relevant parties, the contracts
packages are sent for retention, or if the contracts packages are beyond the retention time the contract
package is submitted for disposal.

5.12.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – Contract Closeout Requirements
Users of the current Contract Closeout functionality in CPSS identified the following main gaps
that they would like to see addressed in potential End-to-End Acquisition Management System
solutions:

● Lacks the ability to re-open closed contracts

● Lacks the ability to support automated system check for required supporting
documentation

●

5.12.2 Contract Closeout Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

CLRQ1 Closeout - Track Contract
Closeout Items The solution shall provide the ability to track contract closeout items.

CLRQ2
Closeout -
Contract-Specific
Closeout Items

The solution shall generate a list of contract-specific closeout items
including due dates and responsible parties.

CLRQ3 Closeout – Assign Due
Dates

The solution shall provide users the ability to assign due dates to
contract closeout items.

CLRQ4
Closeout - Enter and
Print Closeout Tracking
Information

The solution shall provide the ability to enter and print closeout
tracking information for the closeout process for CORs, CS/CO’s.

CLRQ5 Closeout - Signature
signoff

The solution shall allow for signature signoff of the completed
closeout tracking information.

CLRQ6 Closeout - User
Responsibility

The solution shall provide the ability for authorized users to assign
user responsibility to contract closeout items.

CLRQ7 Closeout - Notify
Responsible Parties

The solution shall notify responsible parties of assignment of closeout
items and due dates.

CLRQ8 Closeout - Status of
Contract Closeout Items. The solution shall capture status of contract closeout items.

CLRQ9 Closeout - Generate
Follow-up Notices

The solution shall generate follow-up notices to assignees when
contract closeout items are not completed on time.

CLRQ10 Closeout - Expiration of
Period of Performance.

The solution shall notify contracting officer of status of closeout items
upon expiration of period of performance.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

CLRQ9

Closeout - Notice of
Release of
Retention/Withholding
Amounts

The solution shall export notice of release of retention/withholding
amounts to the Core Financial solution.

CLRQ10
Closeout - Identify
Contracts Eligible for
Closeout

The solution shall identify contract(s) eligible for closeout based on
the period of performance end date, expiration, delivery, and
payment status.

CLRQ11 Closeout - Retention
Period Management

The solution shall assign a retention period based on FAR
requirements to all documents in a contract file eligible for closeout,
allow modifications to the retention period on documents in the
contract file, identify contract documents that have passed the
contract retention/withholding period, and  archive documents that
have passed the contract retention period in accordance with the
FAR.

CLRQ12 Closeout - Store
Summary Data

The solution shall store summary data from closed contract files as
defined by agency business rules.

CLRQ13 Closeout - Reopen
Closed Contracts The solution shall allow authorized users to reopen closed contracts.

CLRQ14 Closeout - Action Item
Tracking & Management

The solution shall perform action Item tracking and management for
contract closeout

CLRQ15
Closeout - FAR and User
Defined Tracking
Information

The solution shall provide FAR and user-defined closeout tracking
information to assist users in completing the closeout process.

CLRQ16 Closeout - Archive
Procurement Documents

The solution shall provide users the ability to archive procurement
documents that are no longer active (closed or cancelled) and
remove them from their active desktop.

CLRQ17
Closeout - Electronically
Distribute
Correspondence

The solution shall provide the ability to create and electronically
distribute correspondence and supporting documents required for the
closeout process (e.g., letter requesting property clearance, past
performance evaluations, request for final audit, etc.

CLRQ18 Closeout - On-line
Notification

The solution shall provide on-line notification of document closeout to
appropriate users and other department personnel

CLRQ19 Closeout - Final
Invoice/Paid Amount

The solution shall maintain Final Invoice Amount and Paid Amount
for Contract Completion Statements.

CLRQ20 Closeout - View all
Closed Out Contracts The solution shall provide the ability to view all closed out contracts.

CLRQ21 Closeout - Quarterly
Report

The solution shall generate a quarterly report showing completed
contracts.

CLRQ22 Closeout - Identify
Contract Types

Users shall have the ability to identify contract types and enter the
FAR time limit associated with the contract.

CLRQ23
Closeout - Contracts that
Exceed the Allocated
FAR Time

Users shall have the ability to generate reports showing contracts
that exceed the allocated FAR time.

CLRQ24 Closeout - Generate
De-obligation Memo Users shall have the ability to generate de-obligation memos.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

CLRQ25 Closeout - Notify Users of
Completed Contracts The solution shall notify users of completed contracts.

CLRQ26 Closeout - Contract
Completion Statement

The solution shall provide the ability to enter data i.e. (the dollar
amount of excess fund, the last voucher number and date of final
payment) into the contract completion statement within the solution.

CLRQ27 Closeout - Archive
Contracts

The solution shall provide the ability to archive contracts in
accordance with the FAR.

CLRQ28 Closeout - Access/View
Past Acquisitions

The solution shall provide users the ability to access/view past
acquisitions to gain lessons learned.

CLRQ29 Closeout - Retain
Contract Data

The solution shall provide the ability to retain contract data until
retention period ends (according to the FAR).

CLRQ30 Closeout - Remove
Contracts from Database

The solution shall provide the ability to remove contracts from the
database in accordance with regulatory archiving requirements.

CLRQ31 Closeout - Un-archive
Closed out Contracts

The solution shall provide the ability for authorized users to
un-archive closed out contracts.

CLRQ32 Closeout - Closeout
Prevention

The solution shall provide the ability to prevent contract closeout if a
Mod is not validated or deleted and provide the ability to prevent
closeout of an award that is not issued.

CLRQ33
Closeout - Configurable
Automated Closeout of
Award/Contract Actions

The solution shall support automated closeout of award/contract
actions.

CLRQ34 Closeout - Re-open a
closed contract

The solution shall provide the ability to re-open contracts after they
have been closed.

CLRQ35
Closeout - Automated
Supporting
Documentation

The solution shall provide support for an automated and configurable
check for required supporting documentation.

Table 24: Contract Closeout Requirements List

5.12.3 Contract Closeout Process
Within CPSS contracts are categorized based on whether or not they possess all supporting
documentation to facilitate the Contract Closeout process. Specified parties coordinate and
generate required documentation. If a contract is missing supporting documentation, the
supporting documentation will need to be generated before the closeout documentation is
generated. After the necessary closeout documentation has been generated, the final
settlement (Closeout Package) will need to be coordinated with the Contractor and CO. The
Closeout Package is reviewed, the COR provides a completed Statement of Deliverables and
the Contractor provides the Contractor's Release of Claims forms.

Then the CO reviews and may approve the Closeout Package. If the package is approved,
the Contract Closeout will be recorded. If the package is not approved, the Closeout Package
will need to be updated and receive CO approval. Once the Closeout has been recorded, the
CO/CS will send the executed SF30 to the POC and Contractor. If required, the Contractor
will also sign the SF30. If the contract is beyond the retention time, dispose of the paper(s)
and electronic file(s). If the contract is not beyond the retention time, submit contract files for
retention. The closeout documentation for contracts with available physical records is also
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sent for retention. The workflow is illustrated in Figure 9: Contract Closeout Phase Workflow.
Table 10: Contract Closeout Process provides the process steps.
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Figure 9: Contract Closeout Phase Workflow
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STEP
# PROCESS STEP STEP DESCRIPTION INPUTS OUTPUTS

1

Determine if the
Contract missing
supporting
documentation

If a contract is missing supporting
documentation, the supporting
documentation will need to be
generated. If no, proceed to
generating the closeout
documentation.

Award

Determination
on missing
Supporting

Documentation

2
Generate the
Closeout
Documentation

Generate the necessary closeout
documentation.

Missing
Supporting

Documentation

Closeout
Documentation

3

Coordinate Final
Settlement with
Contractor and
CO

The final settlement will need to
be coordinated with the
Contractor and CO.

Closeout
Documentation Final Settlement

4 Review Closeout
Package

The Closeout Package is
reviewed by the COR providing
completed Statement of
Deliverables and the Contractor
providing the Contractor's
Release of Claims forms.

Final Settlement Closeout
Package

5
CO to approve
Closeout
Package

The CO will review and may
approve the Closeout Package. If
YES, proceed to recording the
closeout. If NO, update the
Closeout Package and return
again for CO approval.

Closeout
Package

Approved
Closeout
Package

6 Record Closeout The Closeout is recorded.
Approved
Closeout
Package

Recorded
Closeout

7

CO/CS Sends
Executed SF30 to
POC and
Contractor

The CO/CS will send the
executed SF30 to POC and
Contractor. If required, the
Contractor will also sign the SF30.

Recorded
Closeout SF30

8

Determine if the
Contract is
beyond Retention
Time

If the contract is beyond the
retention time, dispose of the
paper(s) and electronic file(s). If
no, submit contract files for
retention.

SF30 Retention Time
Determination

9 Submit Contract
File for Retention

Contract files are submitted for
retention.

Retention Time
Determination

Retention
Contract Files

Table 25: Contract Closeout Process Table
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5.13 System Administration
The potential solution shall involve the System Administration capabilities. System Administration refers to
CPSS functionality for a System Administrator/System Administration group, to be able to maintain and
configure the system on an as-needed basis to assist the user base.

5.13.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – System Administration Requirements
Users of the current System Administration functionality in CPSS identified the following main
gaps that they would like to see addressed in potential End-to-End Acquisition Management
System solutions:

● Lacks the ability to interface with FAI Cornerstone OnDemand (CSOD)

● Lacks the ability to interface with Systems for Award Management (SAM)

● Lacks the ability to provide dynamic, robust, configurable, and user-friendly reporting
capabilities

● Lacks the ability to create configurable notifications

●

5.13.2 System Administration Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

SYRQ1 System Administration –
Manage Access Profiles

The solution shall allow a System Administrator to manage, create,
and edit solution access profiles for individual users and allow a
System Administrator to delete solution access profiles for individual
users if they are not linked to documents in the solution.

SYRQ2

System Administration –
Retrieve user/role
information from multiple
sources

The solution shall provide the ability to retrieve user, role, group, and
organization information from multiple sources, including, but no
limited to, an internal repository, corporate repositories (e.g., LDAP),
DBMS, or business rules engine.

SYRQ3 System Administration –
Manage groups of users

The solution shall allow a System Administrator to manage, define,
and redefine groups of users. It shall also allow a System
Administrator to assign or restrict permissions at the function or data
element level to groups or individual users.

SYRQ4
System Administration –
Assigning user-defined
roles

The solution shall allow a System Administrator to enforce separation
of duties by assigning user-defined roles.

SYRQ5 System Administration –
Manage audit trail

The solution shall allow a System Administrator to access, report,
and track an audit trail of activities (transactions) within the solution.

SYRQ6 System Administration –
Manage Data fields

The solution shall allow a System Administrator to manage and
configure fields, define fields as mandatory for fields, define value
sets, ability to use site defined fields (as needed), and hide data
fields from view based on roles within the solution database.

SYRQ7 System Administration –
Parameters

The solution shall allow a System Administrator to configure solution
parameters, configure parameters to meet FAR regulations as
needed, and configure parameters to meet changes in ED policies
and procedures.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

SYRQ8 System Administration –
PIIN

The solution shall allow a System Administrator to alter the
Procurement Instrument Identification Number (PIIN) structure if
needed and support multi-structure PIIN formats according to
ED-defined configuration formats.

SYRQ9 System Administration –
FAR/GSA Requirement

The solution shall ensure the PIIN is compatible with the FAR/GSA
requirement.

SYRQ10 System Administration –
Access to address tables

The solution shall allow a System Administrator to access an address
database table to perform address maintenance.

SYRQ11 System Administration –
File maintenance

The solution shall allow a System Administrator to load (or unload)
files within the solution for maintenance purposes.

SYRQ12 System Administration –
Acquisition Regulations

The solution shall ensure new loads of Acquisition Regulations
display descriptions for all clauses, including FAR/EDAR and the
ability to upload other local/site specific clauses via Word, Excel,
PDF, Text, etc. with retaining formatting.

SYRQ13 System Administration –
COR certifications

The solution shall provide the ability to manage and track COR
certifications.

SYRQ14 System Administration –
Warrants

The solution shall provide the ability to manage and track warrants,
warrant exceptions, maintain the history of warrants by COs, provide
the ability to assign and manage different warrant levels to a
contracting officer for new awards and modifications to the new
award, set different warrant levels, configurable at the site level, for
different types of acquisitions and modifications to the different types,
and provide the ability to assign and manage different warrant levels
to a contracting officer for new awards and modifications separately
for different types of acquisitions.

SYRQ15 System Administration –
Login ID

The solution shall prevent users from modifying their Login ID or
most current standard through User Profile by providing available
Site configuration options.  Allow users to set and manage their own
passwords in a secure manner.

SYRQ16
System Administration –
Allow Predefined Account
Code

The solution shall provide the ability to allow predefined account code
segment values to be validated and loaded into the solution.

SYRQ17 System Administration –
End Date

The solution shall provide the ability to end date user profiles and
vendor records for current and future dates.

SYRQ18

System Administration –
FAI Cornerstone
OnDemand (CSOD)
Integration

The solution shall provide the availability for the solution to interface
with (CSOD) for the purpose of keeping COR certifications current.

SYRQ19

System Administration –
Vendor Management
including invitational
travelers

The solution shall have the ability to integrate, interface, and import
data from SAM.

SYRQ20

System Administration –
Vendor Management
including invitational
travelers

The solution provide the ability for a workflow for the vendor waiver
exception process including the ability to override the vendor. 
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

SYRQ21 System Administration –
SAM Interface

The solution shall have the ability to integrate, interface, and upload
data from SAM.

SYRQ22 System Administration –
Job Scheduling

The solution shall have the ability to schedule automated jobs
(import/export flies).

SYRQ23 System Administration –
Reporting

The solution shall have the ability for dynamic, robust, configurable,
and user-friendly reporting capabilities.

SYRQ24 System Administration –
Workflow

The solution shall have the ability to provide workflow capabilities,
capture comments, create configurable alerts, and report workflow.

SYRQ25 System Administration –
Configurable Notifications

The solution shall provide the ability to provide configurable
notifications that can be defined at procurement event and at user(s)
or group(s) level.

Table 27: System Administration Requirements List
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6.0 SYSTEM DATA
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6.1 Reporting, Forms, Views, and Metadata
The potential solution shall involve Reporting, Forms, Views, and Metadata related capabilities. The
current CPSS system contains built-in reporting functionality, but these reports are rarely used. Most
CPSS reporting is accomplished using custom SQL reports and other tools. In addition, some reporting is
accomplished using FMSS and its underlying Oracle database, as well as FPDS-NG ad hoc reporting.
CPSS reporting lacks the capability to generate custom reports with user defined parameters. In addition
to reports, this section also lists the forms that CPSS populates.

6.1.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – Reporting, Forms, Views, and Metadata
Requirements

Users of the current Reporting functionality in CPSS identified the following main gaps that they
would like to see addressed in End-to-End Acquisition Management System:

● Lacks the ability to provide dynamic, robust, configurable, and user-friendly ad hoc query
reporting capabilities

Lack of ability to populate all necessary forms from data captured in the system

● Lack of ability to provide ad hoc views of data from the other EDCAPS systems that are
pertinent to acquisition and procurement business processes

● Lack of ability to define, select, and query data fields as categories of metadata in the
system.

6.1.2 Reporting, Forms, Views, and Metadata Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

SDRQ1 Reporting – Ad hoc
capability

The solution shall provide integrated ad hoc query reporting ability for
all solution-maintained data fields.

SDRQ2 Reporting – Creating
customized reports

The solution shall provide the ability to create customized reports
based on standard reports.

SDRQ3
Reporting –
Parameter-based
scripting

The solution shall allow for parameter-based scripts to be executed.

SDRQ4 Reporting –
Parameter-based scripts

The solution shall allow parameter-based scripts to be stored in the
solution for re-use and agency use

SDRQ5 Reporting – Query results

The solution shall allow query results to be distributed, to be
distributed to pre-defined groups within ED, allow notifications to be
sent for the availability of online query results. The solution shall
allow the user to download selected data query results to Excel,
Word, ASCII text, PDF, delimited text file and XML format.

SDRQ6 Reporting – Standard
reports

The solution shall provide comprehensive standard reporting ability
for use in management tracking purposes, generating reports on the
following: commitments-obligations, contracts, COR activities,
FPDS-NG, P-cards, vendors, and warrants.

SDRQ7 Reporting – Workload
balancing

The solution shall provide a reporting ability to perform workload
balancing using a milestone schedule for Awards.

SDRQ8 Reporting – Active Users The solution shall produce the Active Users report, a custom report
for the commitments and obligations functional reporting group.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

SDRQ9 Reporting – Transaction
Failure Report

The solution shall produce the Transaction Failure Report, a custom
report for the commitments and obligations functional reporting
group.

SDRQ10 Reporting – Unobligated
Commitments Report

The solution shall produce the Unobligated Commitments Report, a
custom report for the commitments and obligations functional
reporting group.

SDRQ11 Reporting – Award
Financial History

The solution shall produce the Award Financial History Report, a
monthly report of FMSS and CPSS data for the Management
functional reporting group.

SDRQ12 Forms – Purchasing
Request(s)

The solution shall produce the Purchase Request BS008:
Interagency Agreement form, Purchase Request ED5089: Printing
and Reproduction Request form, Purchase Request GSA49:
Requisition/Procurement Request for Equipment, Supplies, or
Services form, and Purchase Request Standard PR form.

SDRQ13 Forms – Solicitation(s)

The solution shall produce the Solicitation SF1417: Pre-Solicitation
Notice (Construction Contract) form, Solicitation SF1442: Solicitation,
Offer, and Award (Construction, Alteration or Repair) form,
Solicitation SF1447: Solicitation/Contract form, Solicitation SF1449:
Solicitation/Contract/Order for Commercial Items form,  Solicitation
SF18: Request for Quotations form, Solicitation SF33: Solicitation,
Offer, and Award form, Award BS008: Interagency Agreement form,
Award DD1155: Order for Supplies/Services form, Award GSA300:
Order for Supplies and Services form, Award OF347: Order for
Supplies/Services, Award SF1442: Solicitation, Offer and Award
(Construction, Alteration or Repair) form, Award SF1449:
Solicitation/Contract/Order for Commercial Items form, Award SF252:
Architect-Engineer Contract form, Award SF26: Award/Contract form,
Award SF33: Solicitation, Offer, and Award form, and Award USHMM
Purchase Order form.

SDRQ14 Forms – Modification(s)

The solution shall produce the Modification GSA300: Amendment of
Solicitation/Modification of Contract form, Modification SF30:
Amendment of Solicitation/Modification of Contract form, and
Modification USHMM Purchase Order form.

SDRQ15 Forms – Views

The solution shall provide the ability to generate ad hoc views listing
requisitions and associated documents (solicitations, awards etc.)
and or authorized users to view receipt invoicing and posting status
at the detail level.

SDRQ16 Forms – Metadata

The solution shall allow users to tag existing data fields as categories
of metadata, define new categories of metadata and assign data
fields to the category, and query the metadata for purposes of drilling
down into the detailed data levels.

SDRQ17 Reports – Expired Funds The solution shall provide the ability to report all contracts that
contain expiring or cancelling funding.

SDRQ18 Reports – Aged
Contracts

The solution shall provide the ability to query all aged contracts that
remain open past the ultimate expiration date.

Table 29: Reporting, Forms, Views, and Metadata Requirements List
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7.0 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
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Technical requirements refer to contracting writing system capabilities related to systems architecture,
infrastructure, and performance of software applications within ED’s existing environment.

7.1 Functional Architecture
The current contract writing system, CPSS, is one component of ED’s End-to-End Acquisition
Management System, EDCAPS.  The components of EDCAPS are linked through custom interfaces to
provide ED with real-time financial management capabilities. EDCAPS is a mission critical system.

7.1.1 Functional Architecture Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

FARQ1 Architecture - Support for
Web-based interface

The solution shall support a Web-based user interface, single data
entry and re-use of data.

FARQ2
Architecture – Support for
pre-award and
post-award processes

The solution shall support the pre-award, award and post-award
processes for generating documents and associated financial
transactions all types of contracts, delivery orders, task orders,
interagency agreements, small purchases and purchase card
transactions.

FARQ3
Architecture – Support for
consolidating
requirements

The solution shall allow requirements to be consolidated at any level,
including the ability for multiple awards to be made from a single
requirement.

FARQ4

Architecture – Support
modifications until
closeout (unless
re-opened or re-instated
after closing)

The solution shall allow awards to be modified financially or
administratively as necessary, until closed in the solution (unless
re-opened or re-instated after closing).

FARQ5
Architecture – Support for
financial system
interfaces

The solution shall interface with FMSS, in real time, at the detail level
for funds check, against commitments, obligations, and payments.

FARQ6 Architecture – Support for
batch file transfer

The solution shall allow batch files to be exchanged for vendors,
accounting codes, and purchase card payment files.

FARQ7
Architecture – Support for
procurement/sub-procure
ment line adjustments

The solution shall allow financial transactions involving a combination
of procurement and sub-procurement lines where adjustments are
required throughout the lifecycle (e.g., adjust commit until obligate
without restriction-if funds are available).

FARQ8
Architecture – Support for
single/multi-line
accounting

The solution shall allow financial transactions involving a combination
of single and multi-line accounting where adjustments are required
throughout the lifecycle.

FARQ9 Architecture – Support for
incremental funding

The solution shall allow financial transactions involving incremental
funding where adjustments are required throughout the lifecycle.

FARQ10
Architecture – Support for
all regulated Government
reporting

The solution shall allow data to be stored to meet all regulated
Government reporting requirements such as solution to solution
integration with the Federal Procurement Data solution – Next
Generation (FPDS-NG).

FARQ11 Architecture – Funds
Check

The solution shall have the ability to perform a “funds check”
(transaction type) anytime that a commitment, obligation, or payment
transaction is conducted.

Table 30: Functional Architecture Requirements List
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7.2 Infrastructure
System hardening should be applied as defined by the NIST SP 800-70 Rev.5 and validated/measured
for effectiveness and efficiency.  The current CPSS depends on technical infrastructure components for
execution:  client configuration, server configuration, third-party software, and virtual machine
environments.

7.2.1 Infrastructure Environment List
The following table represents a description of the current infrastructure environment. System
hardening should be applied as defined by the NIST SP 800-70 Rev.5 and validated/measured
for effectiveness and efficiency.

1. Client Infrastructure:

Standard Workstation Profile:
● Dell 5490 Laptop – i5 Processor – 16GB RAM
● Smartcard keyboard; mouse; monitor (24”)

Standard Desktop Software Profile:
● Microsoft Windows 10
● Microsoft Internet Explorer version 11 and Edge
● Optional Software:

▪ Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader

▪ Microsoft Office 2013 and 2016

2. System Hardware and Software:

● Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) OS
● Dell PowerEdge Servers

3. The CPSS environment and infrastructure support the following
hardware and software:

● RHEL 7.9/Oracle WebLogic Application server 12.2.1.3Dell PowerEdge
Servers

● Dell PowerEdge servers, application residing on VMs

4. The following software constitutes third party support applications
running on AIX UNIX:

● IBM WebSphere
● IBM Tivoli
● IBM COGNOS
● VMware
● HP – Load Runner
● IBM-Rational Software (Configuration Management)
● Oracle Application 11.5.10, CU2 with RUP3 Patches
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● Oracle Database 19
● Oracle Application Server 12i
● Oracle Grid Control 19.0.0.0
● Oracle Cloud Control
● Oracle RMAN with Veritas Oracle Agent for Database Backup
● Oracle Clusterware
● Oracle Single Sign-on
● Oracle Identity Management
● Oracle Access Manager
● Oracle Hyperion (Oracle EPM)

5. Current CPSS environments:

● RHEL 7.9/Oracle WebLogic Application server 12.2.1.3
● DEV
● ANI
● UAT
● PERF
● ETST
● Training
● Prod
● DR
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7.2.2 Infrastructure Requirements List
The following table represents a listing of the To-Be Infrastructure requirements for potential
End-to-End Acquisition Management System solutions. Certain requirements (Other than
Compliance items) may be solution dependent.

Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

TIRQ1

Infrastructure – Client
standard desktop
software profile (Office
suite)

The solution shall be compatible with Microsoft Office Suite of
products on the standard desktop

TIRQ2

Infrastructure – Operating
System (Currently using
RHEL 7.7/Oracle
WebLogic Application
server 12.2.1.3)

If On-Prem, the solution shall use RHEL 7.7/Oracle WebLogic
Application server 12.2.1.3.

TIRQ3 Infrastructure –
Third-party

The solution shall Leverage Third Party LDAP Software for User
Management.  IBM LDAP or Microsoft Active Directory.

TIRQ4 Infrastructure – Database The solution database shall have the ability to perform “Hot Backups”
(Backups performed while the database is running)

TIRQ5

Infrastructure –
Third-party support
applications (Oracle Grid
Control)

The solution shall be compatible with Oracle Grid Control 19.0.0.0

TIRQ6 Infrastructure – Database
high availability

The solution database shall have the ability to be configured for “High
Availability” – no downtime for database recovery. CPSS Application
should leverage WebLogic JDBC framework to connect to Database.
It allows better security and performance.

TIRQ7
Infrastructure –
Third-party support
applications

The solution shall be configurable for Single Sign-on for
authentication (LDAP)

TIRQ8

Infrastructure –
Third-party support
applications (Oracle ID
management)

The solution shall be configurable to use Oracle Access
Manager/Oracle Identity Manager

TIRQ9 Infrastructure – Database
– Oracle Database 12c

Shall communicate in real-time with Oracle Federal Financials
(R12.2.x) for reporting, interfaces, and transactions.

TIRQ10 Infrastructure –
Compliance

The solution applies solution hardening, as defined by the NIST SP
800-70 Rev 1, and validated/measured for effectiveness and
efficiency, apply the appropriate baseline security controls in
accordance with the guidance provided in Special Publication
800-53, be compliant with HSPD-12 for user authentication and
access, and be compliant with Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) as
per OMB M-21-07 with and without a dual stack implementation.

TIRQ11 Disaster Recoverability The solution shall have native integration with disaster recovery
instance of Financial Management Support System (FMSS).

Table 32: Infrastructure Requirements List
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7.3 Performance
The potential solution should meet or exceed the performance requirement described in this section.

7.3.1 Performance Requirements List
Req. # Requirement Name Requirement Description

TPRQ1 Performance – Areas of
Support

The solution shall allow load test scenarios to run for each
transaction beginning with 100 v-users and increasing in an
increment of 50 users until a total of 5,000 users is reached or until
solution failure occurs, allow scripts to be designed to run multiple
sessions similar to the real-time activity of multiple users, and the
application functions correctly when 500 users (virtual and/or real
users) are using the product simultaneously.

Table 33: Performance Requirements List
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7.4 Networking
The potential solution should meet the Networking requirements. Networking refers to the characteristics
of a system to transmit information electronically via computer networks using voice and data
communication protocols.

7.4.1 Networking Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

TERQ1 Networking – General

The solution shall operate with network services
availability/transport (MPLS network, private lines,
Ethernet, and network-based VPN services) is 99
percent of the time.

Latency for packet-switched services shall be
minimized.

Latency for remote access services shall be
minimized.

Voice services shall be available 99 percent of the
time.

TERQ2 Support for Clustering The solution shall support clustering for high
availability to avoid a single point of failure.

TERQ3 Support for Load Balancing
The solution shall support load balancing for
improved performance of the clustered
environment.

Table 35: Networking Requirements List
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8.0 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
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CPSS maintains direct interfaces with systems both internal and external to ED to perform its function.
The direct interfaces include FMSS, SAM, and FPDS-NG. FMSS is ED’s internal implementation of
Oracle Federal Financials R12, and extensive interfaces have been developed to integrate and exchange
data between the systems. CPSS also maintains direct interfaces with external Federal data systems
such as SAM for vendor data, and FPDS-NG for acquisition and procurement reporting purposes. CPSS
direct interfaces are discussed in this section of the document.

8.1 Financial Management Support System (FMSS)
ED has implemented a custom interface between CPSS and FMSS that provides support for near
real-time procurement-related transactions. Procurement-related transactions originate from CPSS and
interface to FMSS. FMSS is ED’s implementation of Oracle Federal Financials R12.  The interface of the
two systems involves complex logic to derive or calculate data before a transaction is posted in FMSS.
This section describes the capabilities that are a necessary prerequisite for interfacing with FMSS.

ED does not currently have plans to replace the FMSS system, Oracle Federal Financials R12. Therefore,
any proposed solution should not include a plan to replace FMSS, however, if the proposed solution
includes replacing CPSS, the solution must interface with Oracle Federal Financials R12.

8.1.1 FMSS Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

IFMS1 Interface FMSS – Import/Export
Data

The solution interface shall support importing
non-financial transaction data (e.g., ACCS and
validation data) from the FMSS solution on a
nightly basis and exporting data to the FMSS
solution and interface shall support exporting data
to the FMSS solution.

IFMS2 Interface FMSS – Real-time
Interfacing Capabilities

The solution interface shall provide a near
real-time interface between the procurement
solution and the financial solution (FMSS), support
near real-time interface of multiple and single line
accounting distributions on line items for
commitments at the detail level, quantity and cost
adjustments of commitments at the detail level at
any point prior to obligation, for cancellations of
commitments, for account code changes of
commitments, for obligations at the detail level,
adjustments of obligations at the detail level, for
cancellations of obligations, and account code
changes of obligations.

IFMS3 Interface FMSS – Capabilities with
Oracle Federal Financials R12

The solution shall provide the ability to use the
current line item description interface capabilities
with Oracle Financials for commitments,
obligations, P-Cards, for vendors, for account
code classification/business rule mapping, funds
control and adjustments and to be modified or
enhanced to meet ED specific needs.

IFMS4 Interface FMSS – Availability of
funds

The solution shall allow posting of obligations
either less than or greater than the associated
commitment if funds are available per threshold
limits.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

IFMS5 Interface FMSS – Collecting
procurement-related financial data

The solution shall collect procurement-related
financial data.

IFMS6
Interface FMSS – Using
procurement-related financial data
during acquisition

The solution shall provide features to support use
of collected procurement data during the
acquisition process.

IFMS7 Interface FMSS – Controlling funds

The solution shall provide the ability to control all
funds including certifications, commitments,
obligations, invoices, and payments, etc. at the
detail level.

IFMS8
Interface FMSS – Manage
commitments on
requisitions/purchase requests

The solution shall support creating new, updating,
and posting new or adjusted commitments on
multiple and single line item accounting
distributions on requisitions/purchase requests
prior to posting obligations.

IFMS9 Interface FMSS – Manage
commitments on solicitations

The solution shall support creating new, updating,
and posting new or adjusted commitments on
multiple and single line item accounting
distributions on solicitations prior to posting
obligations.

IFMS10 Interface FMSS – Manage
commitments on awards

The solution shall support creating new, updating,
and posting new or adjusted commitments on
multiple and single line item accounting
distributions on awards prior to posting
obligations.

IFMS11 Interface FMSS – Manage
commitments on modifications

The solution shall support creating new, updating,
and posting new or adjusted commitments on
multiple and single line item accounting
distributions on modifications prior to posting
obligations.

IFMS12 Interface FMSS – Manage
obligations on awards

The solution shall support creating new, updating,
and posting new or adjusted obligations on
multiple and single line accounting distributions on
awards.

IFMS13 Interface FMSS – Manage
obligations on modifications

The solution shall support creating new, updating,
and posting new or adjusted obligations on
multiple and single line accounting distributions on
modifications.

IFMS14 Interface FMSS – Decommitment of
funds

The solution shall support decommitment of funds
associated with the posted obligation for single
and multiple distribution online items at the detail
level.

IFMS15 Interface FMSS – Support for
Capabilities

The solution shall support necessary capabilities
for interfacing with FMSS (Must leverage all
available out-of-the-box API for Oracle Federal
Financial R12)
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

IFMS16 Interface FMSS – Create award(s)

The interface shall pass information from the
procurement solution to create an award in FMSS
and pass information from the procurement
solution that creates an award from a
requisition/purchase request or a micro-purchase
and validates funds and ACCS information.

IFMS17 Interface FMSS – Award(s) and
line(s) cancellation

The interface shall pass information from the
procurement solution that modifies an award with
line or distribution status as cancelled, pass
information from the procurement solution that
cancels awarded lines, and pass information from
the procurement solution that cancels awarded
distribution lines.

IFMS18 Interface FMSS – Updates to
award(s) and line(s)

The interface shall pass information from the
procurement solution that updates unit price for an
Awarded line, an Awarded line that has a
committed requisition/purchase request, quantity
for an Awarded line, quantity for an Awarded
distribution line,  quantity for an Awarded line that
has a committed requisition/purchase request,
ACCS for an Awarded line, ACCS for an Awarded
line that has a committed requisition/purchase
request, and the unit of measure for an awarded
line, updates ACCS, quantity, price for an awarded
line, updates ACCS, quantity, quantity change and
price for an awarded line, and the line without any
changes; or update the line without updating the
distributions.

IFMS19 Interface FMSS – Add distributions

The interface shall pass information from the
procurement solution that adds distributions for an
awarded line and adds distributions for an
awarded line that has a committed
requisition/purchase request.

IFMS20 Interface FMSS – Create
requisitions/purchase requests

The interface shall pass information from the
procurement solution that contains
Requisitions/Purchase Requests, Micro-purchase
commitments

IFMS21 Interface FMSS – Create Mod
Commit

The interface shall pass information from the
procurement solution that contains Modification
Commitment to create a solution-generated
requisition/purchase request; contains Award
Commitment to create a solution-generated
requisition/purchase request.
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Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

IFMS22 Interface FMSS – Update(s) for
requisition/purchase request(s)

The interface shall pass information from the
procurement solution that updates unit price,
quantity, UOM, and ACCS for
Requisition/Purchase Request, Micro-purchase.
The interface shall also pass information from the
procurement solution that updates unit price,
quantity, ACCS, ACC, price, or quantity, and adds
distributions lines for a solution-generated
Requisition/Purchase Request.

IFMS23
Interface FMSS – Optional
Commitment based on Available
Funds

The solution shall ensure that a commitment is
supported but not required prior to obligating funds
on an award with or without an associated
Requisition/Purchase Request.

IFMS24 Interface FMSS – Interface Control
Document

The solution shall meet all functional requirements
defined in the transactions and rules contained in
the Interface Control Document.

IFMS25 Interface FMSS – G-Invoicing Any solution must support and leverage
G-invoicing capabilities

IFMS26 Interface FMSS – Government
Mandates

Any solution must fully support any governmental
mandates (e.g. Dept of Treasury)

IFMS27 Interface FMSS – Interface Fields The system shall have the ability to interface all
needed fields for IPP (e.g. CO/COR).

IFMS28 Interface FMSS – Novation The system shall have the ability to support
novation.

IFMS29 Interface FMSS – Assignment of
Claims

The system shall have the ability to support
assignment of claims.

IFMS30 Interface FMSS – Vendor Terms
The system shall have the ability to create and
update terms on awards, before and after
obligation.

IFMS31 Interface FMSS – Cancelled Funds
The solution shall have the capability to allow
users to deobligate funds on an award before it
cancels

IFMS32 Interface FMSS – Non-Financial
Information

The solution shall have the ability to transfer
non-financial information to FMSS.

IFMS33 Integration with core financial
system

Acquisition application shall have native
integration with core financial system to support
procure-to-pay business cycle.

Table 36: FMSS Requirements List
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8.2 Federal Procurement Data System – Next Generation (FPDS-NG)
FPDS-NG is a system external to ED, and not under its control. CPSS cannot directly launch into the
FPDS-NG application, rather, CPSS users must have their own login/password credentials to access the
system, per two-factor authentication as specified in NIST FIPS PUB 201-2 Change Notice 1: Personal
Identity Verification (PIV) of Federal Employees and Contractors. CPSS can collect the required inputs to
transmit procurement data to FPDS-NG for reporting purposes.

8.2.1 FPDS-NG Requirements List
Req. # Requirement Name Requirement Description

IFPD1 Interface FPDS – Support for
submitting procurement data

The solution shall support submitting
procurement data to FPDS-NG to satisfy
FPDS-NG reporting requirements.

IFPD2 Interface FPDS – Support for
capturing/consolidating data

The solution shall support capturing and
consolidating data in the format required
by FPDS-NG for reporting.

IFPD3 Interface FPDS – Support for edit
validation checks

The solution shall support providing edit
and validation checks in accordance with
FPDS-NG and ED reporting standards.

IFPD4 Interface FPDS – Support for receiving
status information

The solution shall support receiving
status information from FPDS so that the
user can proceed to a next step and to
correct the FPDS-NG reporting data if
necessary.

IFPD5 Interface FPDS – FPDS-NG Support

The solution shall support the ability to
launch directly into the FPDS-NG
solution, directly populate the maximum
number of available data fields in
FPDS-NG, and automatically populate
data elements from/to FPDS-NG online
for reporting purposes.

Table 38: FPDS-NG Requirements List
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8.3 Other File Interfaces
CPSS maintains a file interface for US Bank and for P-Card export.

8.3.1 Other File Interface Requirements List
Req. # Requirement Name Requirement Description

IOFI1 Interface Other Files –
Download/Process files from US
Bank

The system shall support the ability
to download files from the US Bank
secure site from Tuesday through
Saturday, and to process them using
scripts/programs.

Table 39: Other File Interface Requirements List
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8.4 Interaction with Other Systems in the Integrated Acquisition Environment
(IAE)

The potential solution must maintain interactions related to the IAE. End-to-End Acquisition Management
Systems are involved in various stages of the acquisition management process include the Federal
systems comprising the IAE identified in Table 40: Education Integrated Acquisition Environment Systems

IAE System Description

SAM (System for Award
Management)

Vendors wanting to do business with the Government are required to
register in SAM and revalidate annually.  This provides payment
information, validates Small Business Administration certifications as
small, disadvantaged, 8(a), or HUBZone businesses, calculates
business size, and validates taxpayer IDs with IRS.

FBO (FedBizOpps) (decommissioned) – The single government
point-of-entry for posting solicitations over $25,000, allowing commercial
business suppliers to search, monitor and retrieve opportunities in
Federal Government markets.

WDOL (Wage Determinations On-Line) (decommissioned) – This
government wide web site makes Service Contract Act (SCA) and
Davis-Bacon (DBA) wage determinations easily accessible by the
contracting community.

FPDS-NG (Federal
Procurement Data
System-Next Generation)

This online repository provides data on all federal contract actions over
$3,000.  Standard and custom reports are easily accessible.

CPARS (Contractor
Performance Assessment
Reporting System)

CPARS is an objective report of the performance during a period
against the contract requirements CPARS collects contractor
performance information and is the Government wide performance
information repository where it can be retrieved by Federal Government
Agencies.

PPIRS (Past Performance Information Retrieval System) MERGERD
WITH CPARS – The federal acquisition community can access timely
and pertinent contractor past performance information via this
web-enabled, government wide application.

Source: U.S. General Services Administration (http://www.gsa.gov)

Table 40: Education Integrated Acquisition Environment Systems
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8.4.1 System for Award Management (SAM)
The potential solution must interface with SAM. ED has implemented a custom interface
between CPSS and SAM that allows a new ED vendor to be setup by entering the DUNS
number. An extract process is executed each morning that updates SAM data for both CPSS
and FMSS within the ED databases.

8.4.1.1 SAM Requirements List
Req.
No.

Requirement Name Requirement Description

ISAM1
Interface SAM - Support
interface to SAM when
operational

The system shall interface with the System for Award Management
(SAM) IAE environment

ISAM2
Interface SAM - Support
interface to SAM for Entity
Management data

The interface to SAM shall support the Entity Management functional
area whose current interfaces are provided by SAM/FedReg and
ORCA.

ISAM3
Interface SAM - Support
interface to SAM for Award
Management data

The interface to SAM shall support the Award Management
functional area whose current interfaces are supplied by FBO,
FPDS-NG, and eSRS/FSRS.

ISAM4
Interface SAM - Support
interface to SAM for Wage
Data

The interface to SAM shall support the Wage Data functional area
whose current interfaces are supplied by Wage Determination Online
(WDOL).

ISAM5

Interface SAM - Support
interface to SAM for
Performance Information
data

The interface to SAM shall support the Performance Information
functional area whose current interfaces are supplied by
PPIRS/CPARS, and EPLS.

ISAM6

Interface SAM - Support
interface to SAM for
Assistance Program
Catalog data

The interface to SAM shall support the Assistance Program Catalog
functional area whose current interfaces are supplied by the Catalog
of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA).

ISAM7 Interface SAM – Support
for SAM data download

The solution shall support the ability to download SAM data from a
secure website to an ED file directory (Tuesday through Saturday
mornings) using secure key transfer.

ISAM8 Interface SAM – Support
for populating vendor table

The solution shall support the ability to populate the vendor table in
CPSS II using the downloaded data.

ISAM9
Interface SAM – Support
for processing SAM
monthly data feed

The solution shall support the ability to download and process a
monthly SAM data feed.

ISAM10
Interface SAM – Support
for populating an audit
table

The solution shall support the ability to populate an audit table to
ensure that the same file feed is not processed multiple times.

ISAM11
Interface SAM – Support
for re-running the load
process

The solution shall support the ability to re-run the load process if the
file load update fails for any reason.

ISAM12 Interface SAM – Support
for a one-time waiver

The solution shall support the ability to allow a one-time waiver for
vendors not included in the SAM data file. (For example, managing
CAM waivers, field readers and invitational travelers).
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Req.
No.

Requirement Name Requirement Description

ISAM13 Interface SAM – Support
for audit tracking

The solution shall support audit tracking of vendors that have been
activated or deactivated.

ISAM14 Interface – Socio-Economic
Classifications

The solution shall collect reporting data for Socio-Economic
Classifications and allow such data to be available for ad hoc
reporting.

Table 41: SAM Requirements List
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9.0 FEDERAL COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
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Compliance refers to the set of laws and regulations established by the Federal government within which
the CPSS system must operate.  The specific sets of compliance regulations include those established for
system accessibility, security, privacy, information processing standards, financial management, and
accreditation/certification standards.

9.1 508 Compliance
Section 508 requires Federal agencies develop, procure, maintain, or use electronic and information
technology, Federal employees with disabilities have access to and use of information and data that is
comparable to the access and use by Federal employees who are not individuals with disabilities, unless
an undue burden would be imposed on the agency. Section 508 also requires that individuals with
disabilities, who are members of the public seeking information or services from a Federal agency, have
access to and use of information and data that is comparable to that provided to the public who are not
individuals with disabilities, unless an undue burden would be imposed on the agency.

9.1.1 508 Compliance Requirements List

Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

FCRQ
1

Compliance – Section 508 The solution shall comply with the standards for accessibility
specified in Section 508 of the U.S. Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as
amended, located at 36 CFR Parts 1193 and 1194 RIN 3014-AA37.

FCRQ
2

Compliance – Section 508
Testing

The system shall be subject to Section 508 compliance testing by
ED’s Section 508 testing team, and all Section 508 remediation
resulting from that testing shall be the responsibility of the vendor
with no additional cost to ED.

Table 42: 508 Compliance Requirements List
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9.2 Security and Privacy
Security and Privacy refers to the controls put in place in CPSS to safeguard the system and its data, as
well as the privacy of data for individual users of the system.

9.2.1 Security and Privacy Requirements List
Req.
No.

Requirement Name Requirement Description

PRRQ
1

Privacy – Privacy
Information Act

The solution shall comply with Privacy Act, E-Government Act of
2002, Section 208, and OMB Memorandum M-03-22.

PRRQ
2

Privacy – Personally
Identifiable Information

The application shall collect and maintain metadata for, and provide a
GUI interface for the identification, and management of Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) as defined by OMB

SERQ
1 Security – Physical Security The solution shall provide for the physical security of CPSS II

operating platforms and hardware.

SERQ
2

Security – User access to
data

The solution shall control and limit user access to any data
component with a variety of access levels.

SERQ
3 Security – FISMA

The solution shall comply with requirements to integrate security into
the capital planning process in accordance with the Federal
Information Security Management Act (FISMA).

SERQ
4

Security – IT Security
Guidance

The solution shall comply with IT Security Guidance Certification and
Accreditation Standards, Guidelines and Procedures.

SERQ
5 Security – NIST

The solution shall comply with National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) Security Guidelines for Telecommuting and
Broadband Communications, SP 800-46, NIST Guideline SP 800-18,
Guide for Developing Security Plans for Technology solutions, NIST
Security Guide for Interconnecting Information Technology solutions,
SP 800-47, and NIST Special Publication 800-53 (and updates),
Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information solutions
and Organizations.

Table 43: Security and Privacy Requirements List
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9.3 Other Federal Compliance
This section lists the Federal compliance requirements (other than Section 508 specifically called out
above) that apply to the current CPSS system and its operational environment.

9.3.1 Other Federal Compliance Requirements List
Req.
No.

Requirement Name Requirement Description

CORQ1 Compliance – FIPS The solution shall comply with Federal Information Processing
Standards (FIPS).

CORQ2 Compliance – FMFIA The solution shall comply with Federal Managers' Financial Integrity
Act (FMFIA).

CORQ3 Compliance – OMB

The solution shall comply with OMB A-11, A-123, A-123 Appendix D,
A130, and A-130, part 8a (1) (k) requiring that records management
and archival functions be incorporated into the design, development,
and implementation of IT solutions.

CORQ4 Compliance – ED Security
Guidelines and Procedures

The solution shall comply with ED IT Security Guidance, Certification
and Accreditation Standards, Guidelines and Procedures.

CORQ5 Compliance – FAR Part
39.101(d)

The solution shall comply with Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
Part 39.101(d) Policy:  Use of Common Security Configurations.

CORQ6 Compliance – FAR Subpart
4.13

The solution shall comply with Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
Subpart 4.13:  Personal Identity Verification.

CORQ7 Compliance – USGBC
The solution shall comply with U.S. Government Configuration
Baseline (USGCB):  USGCB baseline initiative evolved from the
Federal Desktop Core Configuration mandate.

CORQ8 Compliance – NIST FIPS
PUB 201-2

The solution shall comply with NIST FIPS PUB 201-2 Change Notice
1:  Personal Identity Verification (PIV) of Federal Employees and
Contractors

CORQ9
Compliance – NIST SP
800-37 Revision 2 Risk
Management Framework

The solution shall comply with NIST SP 800-37 Revision 2:  Guide
for Applying the Risk Management Framework to Federal Information
solutions: A Security Life Cycle Approach.

CORQ1
0

Compliance – NIST SP
800-160 Volume 1 The solution shall comply with NIST SP 800-160 Volume 1

CORQ1
1

Compliance – NIST SP
800-70 Revision 5 National
Checklist Program for IT
Products

The solution shall comply with NIST SP 800-70 Revision 5:  National
Checklist Program for IT Products – Guidelines for Checklist Users
and Developers.

CORQ1
2

Compliance – NARA
Regulations (36 CFR
1234.10)

The solution shall comply with the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) regulation 36 CFR 1234.10 requiring that
procedures are established for addressing records management
(including recordkeeping and disposition of new solutions).

CORQ1
3 Compliance – HSPD-12 The solution shall be compliant with HSPD-12 for user authentication

and access.

CORQ1
4

Compliance - NIST SP 800
Series

The solution shall comply with the most current, finalized version of
the NIST Special Publication 800 series (as amended) as applicable.
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Table 44: Other Federal Compliance Requirements List
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10.0 TRAINING CAPABILITIES

Education has an in-house staff member who is responsible for providing training course development on
both instructor led and online training delivery on CPSS. The training modules primarily consist of CPSS
end user manuals for instructor led training sessions and online modules within the User Oracle
Productivity Kit for all online training sessions that provide a logical, interactive and comprehensive
step-by-step approach to the use of the system. The training courses are organized by the following six
disciplines:

• CPSS for CORS

• CPSS for Micro Purchase (P-Card)

• CPSS for Contract Specialist

• CPSS for Simplified Acquisitions

• CPSS for Approving Officials, and

• CPSS Deliverables

Each course discipline has a series of training modules that provide comprehensive training on the
capabilities of CPSS to support the discipline. There have been over 90 training topics developed across
the six training disciplines.

The training courses were originally developed by the IBM contractor Training and Testing organization.
The contractor developed a template to keep the format and presentation of the training material
consistent across all courses. The contractor Training and Testing personnel worked with the Education
CPSS Administrators and the Departments System Matter Experts (SME) to develop the content for each
course based on the functionality and features of the CPSS Comprizon Suite. Once this material was
developed and reviewed, validation sessions were held with Education’s CPSS user groups (. i.e. CORS,
Contract Specialist, etc.) and SME’s to review and update the training material. Each course was then
piloted with a small group of Education’s procurement subject matter experts. Once the material had been
updated to reflect changes resulting from the pilot sessions, the training material and training schedule
were placed on the ConnectED website. A web version of all courses was also uploaded into the
Departments online training system “Fedtalent”. In addition, the web-based training has been integrated
with relevant functions of the CPSS product to provide instant access to tutorials while using the CPSS
product.

Updates to the EDCAPS training materials for CPSS are closely coordinated with CPSS releases and
occasionally off-cycle changes applied to the production environment. Final decisions regarding course
material will be made by ED’s Central Automated Processing System (EDCAPS) Training Team based on
customer needs, delivery schedules and other issues which may have an impact on the final training
materials delivery schedule.

There are six (6) basic steps for updating EDCAPS Training Materials for CPSS:

1. Review release notes to determine what changes have an end user impact.

2. Identify who the appropriate lead trainer is for the respective course materials.

3. Prepare updated EDCAPS training material to support CPSS updates for review and comment.

4. The EDCAPS lead trainer initiates and coordinates the material review and comment process,
determines due dates for comments, and submits copies of the updated training material to appropriate
reviewers and functional group contacts.

5. The EDCAPS lead trainer ensures that the functional, as well as those who have specific and
relevant knowledge regarding the work process, are in attendance at the training material update review
meeting. Following the meeting the lead trainer prepares a training materials review package with a
routing sheet for the initial 2-day comment period.
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6. The lead trainer then initiates a series of review meetings over a period of approximately 10 days
to finalize the training package comments, incorporate the changes into the training material documents,
and duplicate the training material documents.

These are mandatory steps for those who are responsible for reviewing and/or updating EDCAPS training
material for CPSS

10.1 As-Is/To-Be Gap Analysis – Training Capabilities
During some of the requirement workshops participants expressed that training was incomplete and they
discovered new methods and techniques during the workshop. Some potential opportunities for training
improvement include:

● Requiring all users to complete training relating to their functional procurement area

● Requiring refresher training for all users of specific functional areas when product updates have
been released for those functional areas

● Providing scenario-based training centered around how to accomplish different procurement
types and complexities.

● Extending training to COs for the system responsibilities they perform.

● Maintaining training records to assist in identifying those who need training on specific functions,
especially after those functions have been updated in the product.

● Developing/enhancing training resources with each system enhancement

10.1.1Training Requirements List
Req. No. Requirement Name Requirement Description

TRRQ1 Training – Online Training The vendor shall develop online training
materials for the AMS solution

Table 45: Training Requirements List
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11.0 HELP DESK SERVICES CAPABILITIES

Education helpdesk provide support for CPSS, some of the support areas for CPSS are first call
resolution for password resets, mods for clauses information, and hardware, software, and system
component incidents.

● The helpdesk shall keep abandoned calls to a minimum

● The helpdesk shall provide monthly reports that include a roll-up of all daily reports highlighting
problems and trends that require attention and improvement
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12.0 AS-IS/TO-BE GAP ANALYSIS SUMMARY

This section highlights the major gaps in the current End-to-End Acquisition Management System and
some of the essential To-Be requirements for potential End-to-End Acquisition Management System
solutions. These gaps in the current system and To-Be requirements were identified during requirements
validation workshops. The major gaps identified, and major To-Be requirements were in the following
areas:

● Interface with Oracle Federal Financials R12 – Any solution that proposes a replacement of
CPSS must interface with Oracle Federal Financials R12 and at least one example must be
provided of a successfully implementation where the interface with Oracle Federal Financials R12
was completed and successful. The interface in the example provided must be a real time/near
real time (data < four hours old) interface.

● Improved Reporting Capabilities – The current systems contain built-in reporting functionality,
but these reports are rarely used. Most reporting is accomplished using custom SQL reports and
other tools. Dynamic, robust, configurable, and user-friendly reporting capabilities are needed
across all functions of the End-to-End Acquisition Management System.

● Improved Workflow Capabilities – The lack of robust, configurable workflow capabilities in the
current systems results in users relying on emails for notifications and routing information for
approval. The lack of robust, configurable workflow capabilities also leads to redundant data entry
due to the use of spreadsheets, e-mails, and other software to support the routing of contract
writing activities and information.

● Workload Management – The current systems do not provide very flexible or efficient
capabilities for users to search system data to assess current employee workload, provide
metrics to help assess employee workload and provide views of employee workloads that can be
shared among selected supervisors.

● System Administration – The potential solutions need to provide more robust, configurable
capabilities to allow user defined configurations such as Individual and Group Permissions based
on Procurement Roles, configurable action alerts based on user profile, more useful error
messages displayed to selected users (these messages should contain a reason for the error and
a suggested resolution for the error), and provide views of employee workload based on defined
roles. The potential solution should provide capabilities to capture audit trail information on both
Administrative and User transactions. The potential solution should also maintain training records
to assist in identifying individuals who require additional training on specific functions.

● Robotic Process Automation (RPA) – The potential solutions should provide areas where RPA
has been successfully implemented in any of the process throughout the End-to-End Acquisition
Lifecycle. Examples should provide the volume of documents going through the RPA process and
the complexity of the implementation.
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APPENDIX A ACRONYM LIST

ACRONYM DESCRIPTION

AAO Alternate Approving Officials

ACCS Account Classification Code Structure

ACS Administrative Communications System

APR Acquisition Planning Record

AT Acquisition Team

BI Business Intelligence

BPA Blanket Purchase Agreements

C & A Certification and Accreditation

CAB Change Advisory Board

CAM Contracts and Acquisition Management

CFO Chief Financial Officer

CIO Chief Information Officer

CIP Critical Infrastructure Protection

CM Configuration Management

CO Contracting Officer

COR Contracting Officer Representative

COTR Contracting Officer's Technical Representative

COTS Commercial Off The Shelf

CPARS Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System

CPIC Capital Planning and Investment Control

CPSS Contracts and Purchasing Support System

CPSS II Contracts and Purchasing Support System Version II

CS Contract Specialist

CSO Computer Security Officer

DO Delivery Order

ED Department of Education

DST Development Services Team

EA Enterprise Architecture

EAAC Enterprise Architecture Advisory Committee

EARB Enterprise Architecture Review Board

EDCAPS US Department of Education Central Automated Processing System

EIT Electronic and Information Technology

EMT Executive Management Team
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ACRONYM DESCRIPTION

EPLS Excluded Parties List System

ERD Entity Relationship Diagram

ERM Enterprise Risk Management

FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation

FAT Functional Application Team

FBO FedBizOpps - Federal Business Opportunities

FedReq Federal Agency Registration

FERPA Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act

FFMIA Federal Financial Improvement Act

FPDS-NG Federal Procurement Data System - Next Generation

FIPS Federal Information Processing Standards

FISMA Federal Information Security Management Act

FMFIA Federal Managers Financial Integrity Act

FMSS Financial Management Support System

FSA Federal Student Aid

FSS Financial Systems Services

G5 Grants Management System

GPRA Government Performance and Results Act of 1993

GSA General Services Administration

GSS General Support System

HW Hardware

IAE Integrated Acquisition Environment

IA Information Assurance

IAMT Investment Acquisition Management Team

IDC Indefinite Delivery Contract

ID/IQ Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity

IGCE Independent Government Cost Estimate

IM Information Management

IMR Incident Management Record

IT Information Technology

LCM Life Cycle Management

MA Major Application

MATO Multiple Award Task Order

MOU Memorandum of Understanding
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ACRONYM DESCRIPTION

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

NLS Nortridge Loan System

OA Organizational Assessment

OCFO Office of the Chief Financial Officer

OCIO Office of the Chief Information Officer

OMB Office of Management and Budget

PART Program Assessment Rating Tool

P-Card Purchase Card

PIA Privacy Impact Assessment

PIID Procurement Instrument Identifier

PIIN Procurement Instrument Identification Number

PIR Post Implementation Review

PIRWG Planning and Investment Review Working Group

PMBOK Project Management Body of Knowledge

PMO Project Management Office

PMP Project Management Plan

PO Purchase Order

POC Points of Contact

PPIRS Past Performance Information Retrieval System

PR Purchase Request

PWS Performance Work Statement

QASP Quality Assurance Surveillance Plan

RFI Request for Information

RFP Request for Proposal

RIMS Regulatory Information Management Services

RTM Requirements Traceability Matrix

SAM System of Award Management

SDLC Systems Development Life Cycle

SLA Service Level Agreement

SOO Statement of Objectives

SORN System of Records Notice

SOW Statement of Work

SW Software
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ACRONYM DESCRIPTION

E2 TRAVEL
SYSTEM

Travel Management System

VPP Vendor Past Performance

WBS Work Breakdown Structure

WDOL Wage Determination Online
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APPENDIX B GLOSSARY OF TERMS

TERM DEFINITION

Acquisition Sub-phase A sub-phase of the Tailored Project Life Cycle Acquisition/Development Phase.
Its purpose is to plan and complete the acquisition of software, hardware, and
services necessary to construct the planned system.

Acquisition/Developmen
t Phase

Phase of the ED Project Life Cycle where the system is acquired through the
purchase of software and services that will yield a system that satisfies the
mission need established in the Definition Phase.

Implementation
(Authorization to
Operate)

The official management decision given by a senior agency official to
authorize operation of an information system and to explicitly accept the risk to
agency operations (including mission, functions, image, or reputation), agency
assets, or individuals, based on the implementation of an agreed-upon set of
security controls. Also referred to as Authorization to Process.

Business Case The official OMB CPIC submission that describes current and proposed
business processes, possibly using activity and data models, and serves as a
basis for funding requests to ED’s Planning and Investment Review Working
Group (PIRWG), Investment Review Board (IRB), and, ultimately, to the federal
Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Current and proposed costs and
performance are also associated with the models. Gaps between current and
desired outcomes are identified and analyzed. Alternatives for improving the
business are developed and evaluated based on readily available information.

Business Justification The compelling business rationale for developing or modernizing the system.
This document differs from the official CPIC Business Case.

508 Compliance A section of the Rehabilitation Act that requires compliance with the Electronic
and Information Technology Accessibility Standards.

Business Area The office or offices within the Department responsible for managing an IT
solution and whose purpose will be to support that business function.

Capital Planning and
Investment Control
(CPIC)

This process is an integrated approach to managing Information Technology
(IT) investments.

Certification and
Accreditation (C&A)

This activity entails a comprehensive analysis of the technical and
non-technical security features and other safeguards of an IT solution to
establish the extent to which a particular solution meets a set of specified
security requirements.

Checkpoint A specific calendar driven point during the Project Life Cycle when the system
owner assesses the progress of the LCM process to ensure that the activities
associated with this process are coordinated with and support the CPIC, EA,
and IT Security requirements.

Clinger-Cohen Act This public law is formerly known as the Information Technology Management
Reform Act or ITMRA. It requires each agency to undertake capital planning
and investment control by establishing a process for maximizing the value and
assessing and managing risks of IT acquisitions of the executive agency.
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TERM DEFINITION

Commercial
Off-The-Shelf (COTS)

A product or information system available in the commercial marketplace.
COTS products are sold to the general public in the course of normal
commercial business operations at prices based on established catalog or
market prices (Federal Acquisition Regulations.) COTS products are delivered
with pre-established functionality, although some degree of customization is
often possible.

Computer Security
Officer (CSO)

These individuals implement security within their PO, as their duties require.

Contracts & Acquisitions
Management (CAM)

CAM leads the acquisition process, through planning, negotiating, awarding
and administering contracts, while advancing ED’s mission.

Concept Exploration
Sub-phase

A sub-phase of the Project Life Cycle Definition Phase that establishes the
preliminary definitions of the business needs of the system sponsor. It explains
the concept in enough detail that decision makers can determine whether and
how to proceed.

Construction and
Validation Stage

The stage where the product is built tested and validate.  The solution
specifications are developed in the Definition Stage into an executable solution
and validate solution functionality to ensure it meets or exceeds business and
technical expectations.

Contingency Planning A planning necessary to ensure the capability to perform the Department
function supported by an application in the event of failure of its automated
support.

Contractor Any organization or individual that contracts to furnish services or items or
perform work; a supplier in a contractual situation.

Core Deliverable A document that must be completed and approved by the end of a particular
stage.

Control Phase (CPIC) A phase of the CPIC process with the purpose of ensuring that Major IT
initiatives are developed and implemented in a disciplined, well-managed, and
consistent fashion, that project objectives are being met, that the costs and
benefits were accurately estimated; and that spending is in line with the
planned budget. This promotes the delivery of quality products and results in
initiatives that are completed within scope, on time, and within budget.

Data Usability The process of ensuring or determining whether the quality of the data
produced meets the intended use of the data.

Definition Stage A stage where the functional requirements are defined to address both the
business and technical solutions.  The project team will produce a high-level
functional design and a detailed solution design to be used to guide work in the
Construction and Validation Stage.

Design Specifications, drawings, design criteria, and performance requirements. Also,
the result of deliberate planning, analysis, mathematical manipulations, and
design processes.

Design Sub-phase A sub-phase of the Project Life Cycle Acquisition/Development Phase
established to created detailed designs for system components, products, and
interfaces, and initiate test planning. The objective of the Design Sub-phase is
to transform the detailed, defined requirements into complete, detailed
specifications for the system to guide the work of the Development Sub-phase.
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TERM DEFINITION

Development
Sub-phase

A sub-phase of the Project Life Cycle Acquisition/Development Phase that
produces and assembles all of the system components that complete the
design, meeting the mission need. The objective of this sub-phase is to convert
the work products of the Design Sub-phase into a complete information
system.

E-Government Act of
2002

This public law requires agencies to develop performance measures for
implementing e-government.  In addition, the act requires agencies to conduct
and submit to OMB, Privacy Impact Assessments (PIAs) for all new IT
investments administering information in identifiable form collected from or
about members of the public. (Refer to the CPIC process for more information).

Enterprise Architecture
(EA)

This functional area provides resources and processes to help the Department
link its business needs with the best available technologies.  EA helps the
Department accomplish more with existing resources by using common or
shared technology features to deliver needed capabilities faster, reduce new
technology risks and free key program staff to focus on more important work.

Enterprise Architecture
Advisory Committee
(EAAC)

Department governing body whose purpose is to provide support and guidance
to the development of the Departmental Enterprise Architecture; and advise
ED’s Planning and Investment Review Working Group (PIRWG) on Program
Offices’ (PO) information technology needs and priorities. 

Enterprise Architecture
Review Board (EARB)

Department governing body whose purpose is to govern the technical
standards and procedures that are used to develop ED’s IT systems and affect
the reliability, availability, integrity and performance of those systems and the
network infrastructure that supports them.

Executive Management Director and Deputy Director in the case of CAM. Head of Contracts in the
case of FSA.

Exit/Entry Criteria The required Framework deliverables that must be completed and approved to
exit one stage and enter the next.

Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA)

A Federal law that protects the privacy of student education records.  The law
applies to all schools that receive funds under an applicable program of the
Department.

Federal Information
Security Management
Act (FISMA) of 2002

Federal legislation that requires agencies to integrate IT security into their
capital planning and enterprise architecture processes at the agency, conduct
annual IT security reviews of all programs and systems and report the results
of those reviews to OMB.

Federal Student Aid’s
(FSA)

FSA leads the acquisition process, through planning, negotiating, awarding
and administering contracts, while advancing ED’s mission.

Framework A structured approach of required stages, key activities and core deliverables
that provides a foundation for aligning existing interrelated processes within the
Department—regardless of system Life Cycle methodology employed.

General Support System
(GSS)

Interconnected information resources under the same direct management
control that shares common functionality.  A system normally includes
hardware, software, information, data, applications, communications, facilities
and people.  It provides support for a variety of users or applications, or both.

Government
Off-The-Shelf (GOTS)

A product developed by or for a government agency that can be used by
another government agency with the product’s pre-established functionality
and little or no customization.
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Implementation Stage A stage of the Project Life Cycle intended to move the completed system (or
system modifications) into the production environment and complete the
necessary processes so that users can access the system to perform the work
identified in the mission need.

Information Assurance
(IA)

The continuous application of security policies, procedures and processes that
protect and defend information and information resources from unauthorized
disclosure, modification or denial of services to authorized consumers.

Information Technology
(IT)

A term used to describe equipment or an interconnected system or subsystem
of equipment, which is used in the automatic acquisition, storage,
manipulation, management, movement, control, display, switching,
interchange, transmission, or reception of data by an executive agency.

Integrated Project Team
(IPT)

A multi-disciplinary team responsible for the project. The Team skills include
the Project Manager, and other staff as appropriate for accomplishing and
supporting the project.

IT Investment
Management Review

A process for reviewing CPIC and IT investments. The process was developed
using the requirements of the Clinger-Cohen Act, and guidance from the
General Accounting Office and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).
A senior management IT investment review board may review project
advancements from one LCM phase to the next.

Investment and
Acquisition Management
Team (IAMT)

A process area within the Department that provides an integrated management
mechanism for the continuous selection, control and evaluation of investments
in information systems and resources over the course of their Life Cycles.
(Refer to ED’s IT Investment Management Process Guide for more
information).

Key Activity Any task, procedure or process that enables and supports the development
and/or approval of a core deliverable (see definition for core deliverable
above).

Key Component Critical documents, sections of documents or categories of information that
pertain to a core deliverable.

Lessons Learned The documented learning gained from the process of performing the project.
Lessons learned may be identified at any point. Also considered a project
record.

Life Cycle Management
(LCM)

The coordination of activities associated with the implementation of information
systems from conception through disposal, which include defining
requirements, designing, building, testing, implementing and disposing of
systems.

Major Application An application that requires special attention to security due to the risk and
magnitude of the harm resulting from the loss, misuse, or unauthorized access
to, or modification of, the information in the application.

National Institute for
Standards and
Technology (NIST)

This organization is a non-regulatory Federal agency within the U.S.
Commerce Department’s Technology Administration division. NIST’s mission is
to develop and promote measurement, standards and technology to enhance
productivity, facilitate trade and improve the quality of life.
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Operations and
Maintenance Phase
(O&M)

A phase of the Project Life Cycle that provides a working system to users in
support of the mission need. More than half of a typical system’s Life Cycle
costs are attributable to operations and maintenance, making the management
of this phase of equal importance to the other phases, which deliver the
functionality. During this phase, time schedules are maintained, and reviews
conducted periodically to ensure the health of the system and to validate the
suitability of the system for meeting the requirements.

Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995

Federal legislation intended to minimize the paperwork burden resulting from
the collection of information by or for the Federal Government in an effort to
reduce cost by better managing Federal Government information.

Planning and
Investment Review
Working Group
(PIRWG)

Department governing body that conducts IT investment analysis reviews and
evaluates IT investments and makes recommendations to the CIO.  The
PIRWG also advises the CIO on Strategic IT investment management issues.

Principal Office (PO) Offices within the Department which are responsible for ensuring that they
develop automated systems that use information technology in accordance
with the Framework.

Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended

All Department IT systems processing data that is protected under the Privacy
Act must have measures implemented to protect individually identifiable
information.  Interconnecting systems owned by other departments and
agencies that process Department data must also be considered.  Protection
measures must consist of management, technical and operational controls and
ensure an acceptable level of risk.  An acceptable level of risk should be
determined in accordance with ED’s Risk Management Procedures.

Process Guides Documents for various process areas within the Department (e.g. IAMT, EARB,
CAB).

Project Manager Staff person who is responsible for creating deliverables and ensuring that
business and technical reviews are executed and required deliverables are
completed.  This individual is also responsible for managing the day-to-day
operations of ED’s IT solutions.

Project A temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service or result.

Project Level Reviews Reviews conducted at the project level to determine system readiness to
proceed to the next phase or sub-phase of the IT Life Cycle. Key project
stakeholders will review and agree that the system under development is the
system that needs to be built and that it is being built correctly. The System
Manager and System Owner will sign off on the completed review.

Project Life Cycle A collection of generally sequential project phases whose name and number
are determined by the control needs of the organization or organizations
involved in the project.

Quality Assurance (QA) A discipline within project management to objectively monitor control and
ensure the completion of key activities and required core deliverables
throughout the Life Cycle.

Quality Control The overall system of technical activities that measures the attributes and
performance of a process, item, or service against defined standards to verify
that they meet the stated requirements established by the customer;
operational techniques and activities that are used to fulfill requirements for
quality.
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Quality Management The aspect of the overall management system of the organization that
determines and implements the quality policy. Quality management includes
strategic planning, allocation of resources, and other systematic activities (e.g.,
planning, implementation, documentation, and assessment) pertaining to the
quality system.

Quality Management
Plan

A document that describes a quality system in terms of the organizational
structure, policy and procedures, functional responsibilities of management
and staff, lines of authority, and required interfaces for those planning,
implementing, documenting, and assessing all activities conducted.

Quality System A structured and documented management system describing the policies,
objectives, principles, organizational authority, responsibilities, accountability,
and implementation plan of an organization for ensuring quality in its work
processes, products (items), and services. The quality system provides the
framework for planning, implementing, documenting, and assessing work
performed by the organization and for carrying out required QA and QC
activities.

Readiness Review A systematic, documented review of the readiness for the start-up or continued
use of a facility, process, or activity. Readiness reviews are typically conducted
before proceeding beyond project milestones and prior to initiation of a major
phase or work.

Record A completed document that provides objective evidence of an item or process.
Records may include photographs, drawings, magnetic tape, and other data
recording media.

Requirements
Sub-phase

A sub-phase of the Project Life Cycle Definition Phase that clearly and
specifically details what the system must do to satisfy the mission need. During
this sub-phase, the System Owner/Manager gathers critical information
concerning user needs, and documents them according to the standards
consistent with the size and scope of the system, the development
methodology selected, and the tools selected to manage development.

Retirement Stage To execute the systematic termination of the system and preserve vital
information for future access and or reactivation.

Security Testing and
Evaluation (ST&E)

An examination or analysis of the protective measures placed on an
information system once it is fully integrated and operational. The objectives of
the ST&E are to: uncover design, implementation, and operational flaws that
could allow the violation of security policy; determine the adequacy of security
mechanisms, assurances and other properties to enforce the security policy;
and assess the degree of consistency between the system documentation and
its implementation. The scope of an ST&E Plan typically addresses computer
security, communications security, emanations security, physical security,
personnel security, administrative security, and operations security.

Select Phase A phase of the CPIC process that ensures that that the Major IT Investments
that are chosen best support the Agency’s mission and align with the ED’s
approach to Enterprise Architecture.

Stakeholder Individuals and organizations that are actively involved in the project, or whose
interests may be positively or negatively affected as a result of project
execution or project completion. They may also exert influence over the project
and its results.
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Solution A term to describe all automated information systems, software applications
and manual processes at the Department (see System below).

Stage Definitive sections of the Life Cycle that indicate a specific purpose or goal
(e.g. Vision Stage, Design Stage).  The end of each stage is marked by a
“stage gate,” which marks the exit from one stage and entry into the next.

Support and
Improvement Stage

Document operational and practicing procedures for solution modification and
enhancement and align operational and practicing procedures with Department
information technology business and technical standards.

Stage Gate Review The integration of various business and technical reviews that ensures core
deliverables (and any additional deliverables) required for that stage have been
completed.

System A collection of components (hardware, software, interfaces) organized to
accomplish a specific function or set of functions; generally considered to be a
self-sufficient item in its intended operational use.

System Planning
Sub-phase

A sub-phase of the Tailored Project Life Cycle Definition Phase that creates the
necessary management structure to properly manage and control the system
throughout its Life Cycle. Many of the plans essential to the success of the
entire project are created in this phase; the created plans are then reviewed
and updated throughout the remaining SDLC phases. In addition, the concept
is further developed to describe how the business will operate once the
approved system is implemented and to assess how the system will impact
employee and customer privacy.

Tailored Project Guide A document to be used by program and project managers to plan, record and
track the completion of all deliverables required for that solution.  Project
managers should list all Framework core deliverables and any additional
required deliverables for their solution.

Termination Phase A phase of the Project Life Cycle intended to shut down system operations and
arrange for the retirement of the system and orderly disposition of system
assets. During this phase, a system that has been declared excess or obsolete
is retired and closed down at the end of the Life Cycle process. The emphasis
of this phase is to ensure that data, procedures, and documentation are
packaged and archived in an orderly fashion, making it possible to reinstall and
bring the system back to an operational status, if necessary, and to retain all
data records.

Test Sub-phase A sub-phase of the Project Life Cycle Acquisition/Development Phase intended
to prove that the developed system satisfies the requirements defined in the
Functional Requirements, satisfying the mission needs. Several types of tests
will be conducted in this sub-phase, including subsystem integration tests;
system tests to ensure the developed system meets all technical requirements
including performance requirements; security tests; and user acceptance
testing.

User An individual or organization operating or interacting directly with the system;
one who uses the services of a system.

Validation Confirmation by examination and provision of objective evidence that the
particular requirements for a specific intended user are fulfilled. In design and
development, validation concerns the process of examining a product or result
to determine conformance to user needs.
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Verification Confirmation by examination and provision of objective evidence that specified
requirements have been fulfilled. In design and development, verification
concerns the process of examining a result of a given activity to determine
conformance to the stated requirements for that activity.

Vision Stage The business case is developed and the necessary acquisition planning
documents for the procurement of services and resources to build new IT
solutions or improve existing IT assets and high-level requirements for the new
system.
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